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PREFACE

This report was prepare4 by the McDonnell Douglas Astronautics Company

(MDAC) for the National Aeronautics and Space Administration Johnson Space

Center (NASA-JSC) in accordance u, ith Contract NAS9-1597 1. It documents

the results of a Z-1/Z-month program entitled Tile Protective System Flight

Repair Kit Conceptual Design, which has as its major objective the conceptual

development of a TPS Flight Repair Kit for use by the Shuttle crew for the

on-orbit repair o._ any damage to the Orbiter TPS during launch.

The results of the Z- 1/Z-month program were generated from September 18

through December 17, 1979, including final report preparation. A midterm

review was held at NASA-JSC on October 19, 1979, and the final briefing was

held at NASA-JSC on November 30, 1979.

Overall project responsibility for the development of the TPS Flight Repair

Kit was assigned to the MDAC Engineering Division, Research and Develop-

ment directorate, responsible for all engineering studies and experimental

activities. Supervisory authority for the project was given to Mr. A. P.

Penton, Chief Technology Engineer, Materials and Processes, who reports to

Mr. R. F. Zemer, Director, Structures and Materials, on all study related

issues. Mr. H. K. Lauer was Program Manager. Mr. R. Gonzalez was

Principal Investigator, responsible for coordinating all technical activities of

the pr -gram. The J. L. Morse Company supported the contract by fabri-

cating a functional mockup of the material dispenser.
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The scope of this program was very broad and included many individualswho

provided technical support. MDAC personnel who significantlycontributed to

this program include:

Mechanical Design N. Jones

D. Dunlap

J. HoFoaue r

I_ackaging R. Hartley

Structural Analysis A. Cwiertny, Jr.

J. Dcbel

Thermal Analysis R. Weatherford

D. Grunditz

Materials and Proce.sses J. Sweet

C. Blevins

Advisors

G. L. Murphy EVA/Astronaut Interfaces

J. Tschirgi Orbiter, MMU, and Astronaut Interfaces

J. Conti MDAC - STL - Ablator Materials

The NASA-JSC technical manager for thisprogram was:

L. J. Leger, PhD of the Nonmetallic Materials Division, under

R. E. Johnson, Chief. Any questions regarding this contract should be

directed to:

Dr. L. J. Leger

Nonmetallic Materials Secticn

ES5

National Aeronautics and Space Adminis_:ration

Lyndon B. Johnson Space Center

Houston, Texas, 77058

Telephone (7 13) 483-Z431
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Section 1

INTRODUCTION
• °

The probability of damage to the Shuttle Orbiter TPS during ascent has made

• " it necessary to provide the Shuttle crew with a TPS flight repair kit. The

repair kit is designed for on-orbit use by a crew member working in the

manned maneuvering unit (MMU). The kit includes the necessary equipment

and materials to accomplish the repair tasks which include the following:

• HRSI emittance coating repair

• Damaged tile repair

• Missing tile repair

• Multiple tile repair

: Two types of repair materials are required to do th, _. small area repair and

the large area repair; a cure-in-place silicone base ablator for small dam-

aged areas and precured ablator tile to repair larger damaged areas. The

cure-in-place ablator is also used as an adhesive to bond the precured tiles

in place. The cure-in-place ablator is dispensed through an applicator

designed to contain a two-part silicone compound, mix the two components at

the correct ratio, and dispense the materials at rates compatible with mis-

sion timelines established for the EVA. The dispenser and ablator materials

are stored in a 0.34om 3 (lZ ft 3) module with an active heating system that

maintains the materials between 278°K (40°F) and 3ZS°K (125°F).
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Section Z

SUMMARY

This report documents the results of a 2-1/Z-month development program

funded to develop a TPS flight repair kit for on-orbit repair of the ShuttLe

Orbiter. The various tasks undertaken in this stud), are outlined in _*'ig-

ure Z-1. The Shuttle mission and systems requirements were defined under

Task 1. Requirements for the repair kit were divided into the three distinct

areas listed in Table Z-1 which include:

• Ablator materials

• Material applicator

• Flight k':t module

i F------7
ABLATOR_TERIAL _Ti FINAL MATERIAL&

EVALUATION_ELECTION_L_ TE_N6[ _ MATERIAL APPLICATOR- CUREIN PLACE SELECTION EVALUATION

-AOHESIV.I L___
-PNE_UNEO ,_R. ,ASK.

(TASK2)

/_'_LICAjiJ--L,_*,o,I .I-. I I FASSHUTTLE
ORBITER APPLICATORCONCEPT

SYSTEM& DEFINITION/EVALUATION__CONCEPTS.... AND FUNCTIONALMIBION DESIGN0WG MOCK-UP
mEP I I"-" I I FINAL ___

,L__,,_jli mEsE,.RENT'S (TASK3) (TASK5) I _ I {tASK 5) TATION(TASKI)

NO-TERM I _ THREEPARTGUN •

BRIEFING CONCEPTSTUDY ,
(TASK4) CCANO.1

IREPAIRI I FINAL
REPAINKIT i KIT I I CONCEPTUAL

CONCEPTOEFINITION _ _iCONCEPT _ OOAWtNG$

(TASK3) J J (TASKS)J i (TASKS)

Figure2-1. ProgramPlan
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Table Z- 1. Shuttle System and Mission Requirements ..

Mate riaIs App licator Mo dule

• Structure tern- • Reliable mixing and • O.34 m 3 (IZ ft3)
perature <450 °K dispensing volume maximum
(350°F) cluring
reentry

• Tensile strength • One-hand operation • 136 kg (300 lb)
Z76,000 N/m L maximum
(40 psi)

• Adhesion to • Minimize crew • Temperature control
substrates fatigue Z78° - 3Z 5°K
276,000 Nlm 2 (40 ° - IZ5°F)
(40 psi)

• Easy to assemble • Temperature
(4 Operations monito ring

C ur e - In- Ptac e maximum)

• Cure in vacuum • 0.01770 m 3 • Flight hardware
278°K - 325°K (I,080 in3) minimum design
(40°F - 125°_) capacity
in 18 hours

• 1-hour work life • Good visibilityto
repair area

• Viscosity to remain • Safe to handle
in place after
application

• 6-month shelf life

Z. I ABLATOR MATERIAL DEVELOPMENT

The ablator development effortwas accomplished under Task 2. From

numerous ablator materials evaluated one precured ablator, Purple Blend

Mod 5, was tested and found to meet the requirements for precured ablator

tileslistedin Table Z-Z.

Of the seven cure-in-place ablators considered, RTV-560-55 and RTV-

560-3Z were developed and fullytested in this task. The requirements

for cure-in-place ablators are listedin Table Z-3. Except for the char

retentionproperties, these materials satisfyallof the requirements of

Table 2-3. Ifchar retention properties of these two materials need to be

4
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Table Z-Z. Precured Ablator Mission Requirements

Mission consideration Mission requirement

Thermal performance Maintain structure below 450°K (350°F)
during reentry

Density About 640 kg/m 3 (40 lb/;t 3)

Tensile strength >Z76, 000 N/m Z (>40 psi)

Bond strength >Z76, 000 N/m Z (>40 psi; when bonded to
RTV-560

Flight status Previous spacecraft use desirable

Dimensional stabiDty Minimal expansion during reentry

Property deta base Sufficient data for analysis

Availability Mate rial available

Durability Ea _e of handling will not break up during
_ -,'ew handling

Table 7-3. Cure-in-Place Ablator/Adhesive Mission Requirements

Mission consideration Mission requirement

Thermal performance Maintain structure temperature below 450°K
(3._O°F) during reentry

Cure properties Cure in vacuum at 1.3 x 10 -3 N/m z (10 -5
Torr) and temperatures from 278°K to 325°K
(40°F to IZ5°F)

Work life 1 hour after application _c 278°K (40°_)

Cure time Cure within 18 hours at Z78°K (40°F)

Bond strength Greater than 276, 000 N/m 2 (40 psi) when
bonded to RTV-560

Shelf life (unmixed) Minimum of 6 months at 300°K (80°F)

Viscosity Sufficient to remain in place after application

Low density To minimize thermal stress on adjacent
tiles and increase quanti*.y of material for
each mission

5
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improved, refractory fibers can be added to the formulations. Fibers were

not added initially due to concern that they would clog in the static mixing

: heads of the material applicator. Static mixing heads with larger orifices

were later selected for use in the functionalmockup producing high n,aterial

delivery rates and good mixing. Optimization of the cure-in-place formula-

t'ionsby the additionof refractory fibers thus appears feasible.

2.2 MATERIAL APPLICATOR

Several applicator concepts were studied and evaluated to the requirements

listedin Table 2-1. From this efforttwo concepts were selected.

• A self-containedapplicator shown in Figure 2-2

• A three-part applicatordesign shown in Figures ?-3 and 2=4.

Both material applicators operate on the same concept, ut:inggas pressure

to expel the material and staticmixing heads to mix the catalystand resin.

The basic difference between applicator concepts is in the containment of the

material. The advantage of the three-part gun is the smaller applicator

head. The self-contained gun does not have a hose, which makes iteasier

to handle and the amount of material remaining in the delivery system is

less. Reliabilityof the self-contained gun is also better since a larger num-

ber of units (nine versus three for the three-part applicator)is required to

meet mission requirements for cure-in-place material volume of I,080 in3.

The loss of one self-containedgun would not be significant,while loss of one

canister would reduce the available material by 33%.

The functionalmockup shown in Figure 2-5 was constructed and used to

verify the basic fu,_ctionsof the proposed gun concepts; i.e., staticmixing ,

pressures required for material delivery and control of catalyst-to-resin

ratio. The results of the test program conducted with the functionalmockup

verify that adequate mixing can be obtained with three Ross-type static

mixing units and that a single gas cartridge of the size utilizedin the func-

tionalmockup has the capacity to drive the piston to fullextension and to

obtain ample material delivery rates from the self-containedgun.

6
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Figure2-4. Three-PartApplicator
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STATICMIXER CONTAINER
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RCTATING
NOZZLE"

Figure2-5. FunctionalMockup
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2.3 FLIGHT KIT MODULE

The requirements for the flight kit module are listed in Table 2-1. MDAC

has studied the repair scenarios and requirements to develop our recom-

mended kit which will sustain launch loads and provide a reliable TPS repair

capability in o_'bit. It has evolved from a modular _o a unit approach and

back to a combination of the two which minimizes astronaut activity and per-

mits specific selections for each repair mission based on just-c,,mpleted

inspection observations (see Figure 2-6). All items are readily accessible

and easy to transfer to the work station; each applicable assembly as a

complete unit and the rest of the materials and tools in their transfer mod-

ules. Unu_'ed materials, tools, and all waste packages also can be restowed

quickly to complete the repair mission. No pre-EVA cabin preparation
3

activities are contemplated. The unit has an overall volume of 0.34 m

(12 ft3), is actively heated, is provided with a thermal insulation blanket to

maintain the required temperature, and is designed for the Shuttle flight

loads. Unit weight is a continuing problem and several means by which this

problem can be approached are discussed in Sections 4 and 5 of this report.

--Orbiter Mounting (Interface Control Dwg)

MLI Insulation Blanket

(5 Layer) _'--'- Precured Ablator, Unitized

_,_ _--100 Watt Strip Heater

__/ _ _ __.,"'_,'_ _ Aluminum Shell

+oo,s_1-_+- <o.ooo,
L,, / _" )JJ,<_l _---- Overcer, ter Latches

"' " t I_ L.-.--- Applicator Stowage
Polyureth:me --/" 'J_ /'_ _ Restraint

Foam Dunnage _- _ ._ I L,_I

(Undersize Cutouts) _. t-lJ, /,,/_=_ .._

I _ Pressure Vent Valve
!!] (2 _,ay)

St_rra Passive

Emittance Coating J _.. Thermometer

Tile RP.moval p

/ Electrical to Cabin(Heater Switch and
Cure In Place Ablator Applic,,tor Assy--/ rnermocouples)

Figure2-6. CompleteTile RepairKit
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Section 3

ABLATOR i..ATERIALS

3. 1 TECHNICAL APPROACH

]'he primary objective of this effort was to selec_ or develop cure-in, place

and precured ablators for use in repairing the Shuttle Orbiter TPS while in

orbit. The initial task (Z-l) was to define the requirements imposed on the

repair materials. Once the requirements, listed in Tables 2-2 and 2-3,

were established every effort was made to select materials for which a good

data base for analysis was avai!able. Unfortunately, to MDAC, kno,vledge,

no previouG experience in applying and curing ablator macerials in space

exists. Therefore, a mat_r;_al that could be applied and cured in the space

environment and still perform its intended functions had to be de_eloped.

The precuIed ablator presented no major problem, since much development

work had been done on ablators on numerous space an:] missile programs and

as part of in-house IRAD studies. RTV-560 was chosen as the base elastomer

for the cure-in-place ablative compound since it would be compatible with the

existing Orbiter TPS and it possesses the best overall properties of the com-

mercially available RTV silicones. Th_s material is basically a sealant and

the incorporation of additional fillers is requ-'.,ec, to provide _n-,proved abla-

tive properties and to improve on-orbit process Lng characteristics, such as

the ability to remain in-place in the repair a;e_, after application and prior to

cure. The approach for improving the prope;cies of RTV-560 to meet the

requirements listed in Table Z-I and reduce density are as fo!Iows:

A. Decrease p and k-Add microballoons, Eccospheres, or granular

cork.

B. Increase char strength- Add refractory fibers

C. Decrease high temperature k- Add opaque powders

D. Increase oxidation resistance - Add silica

E. Increase char yield- Add phenolic microballoons or cork

F. Increase thixot._py- Add Cab-O-Sil

G. Reduce swell- Use honeycomb

11
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3.2_ CURE-IN-PLACE ABLATOR

The cure-in-place ablator consist- of an uncured paste-like silicon

etastomer that is applied as a paste and will cure to a solid rubber at ambi-

ent temperature.

3. Z. 1 Candidate Materials

Compounds selected for evaluation as cure-in-place ablators were restricted

to formulations based on room temperature vulcanizing silicone rubber com-

pounds. The RTV silicones have been successfully used in ablative applica-

tions and have excellent low, as well as high, temperature properties. The

main factor limiting the candidate materials to the RTV silicones derives

fronx the requirement to bond to an RTV-560 substrate, since it would be

difficult to ensure adequate adhesion to this substrate with any cure-in-place

ablator other than a silicone.

Formulation of the cure-in-place ablator from a siliconeusing an additlon-

type cure mechanism appears _.dvs-,_geoussince these siliconesdo not

require the presence of a volatilecomponent for their cure and do not pro-

duce a volatileby-product in curing. In contrast, condensation-cure

silicones require a trace,of water to promote cure and they produce small

quantitiesof a volatile,low molecular weight alcchol as a reaction product

of the cure. However, the addition-cure siliconecompounds are subject to

cure inhibitionin the presence of a variety of compounds including the

metallic soap catalystused to cure the RTV-560 substrete. Although the

applicationof a primer to seal the RTV-560 substrate surface and prevent

contact of ablator with the metal soap is conceptually feasible,in practice

the difficultiesof developing a primer/sealant which could be applied in

vacuum, the added complexity of an additionalcomponent in the repair kit,

and the difficultiesinherent in verifyingthe absence of cure inhibitionat

the bond lineallweigh heavily against the use of addition-cured silicones

for the cure-in-place ablator. The presence of the volatilecomponents in

the condensation cure system may not be a serious limitingfactor ifitcan

be demonstrated that the materials can be cured in vacuum and dissolved

and trapped gases are kept to a minimum. Candidate materials for the

cure-in-place ablator were, therefore, selected from condensation cure-

type RTV siliconesas listedin Table 3-I.

12
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An obvious candidate to consider for the cure-in-place ablator is the

material comprising the substrate to which the ablator is to be bonded,

RTV-560. This material is a methyi-phenyl-type polymer which provides

the best low-temperature flexibilityat the lower temperature extremes and

is formulated with an iron oxide fillerto provide improved high-temperature

stability. The density is high and the viscosityis low for the intended appli-

cation. RTV-566 is a low offgassing version of RTV-560 availableat a

substantialcost premium. This compound probably represents RTV-560

which has been heated under vacuum to remove volatilecomponents and low

molecular weight polymer fraLtions. Since processing of the cure-in-place

ablator is certain to include high vacuum conditioning,there is no substan-

tialadvantage to justifythe premium required for this vacuum preconditioned

mate riaI.

RTV-88, RTV-577, and PR-1977 represent typicalpaste-like products used

for cast or trowel-in-place applications where high viscosities are required.

Densities of these materials are high and viscosities are high in terms of

mixer/applicator suitability. The PR-1977 is a commercially available

ablative compound currently used by MDAC on the Delta launch vehicle.

Various low-density siliconeablators have been investigatedand used for

ablativeapplications. These materials typicallyare compounded using hollow

microspheres to reduce density. A typical example is Purple Blend. In view

of the extensive experience in the characterization and use of these low den-

sityablators, in combination with the requirement for a condensation cure

siliconecompound, the use of a low-density ablator formulated with RTV-560

was selected as the best approach for the development of the TPS cure-in-

place ablator material.

3.Z.Z Low-Density RTV-560 Ablators

The C_rmulation of the RTV-560 ablators was achieved primarily by the addi-

tion of hollow microspheres to the siliconecompound. In view of ,_lehigh

iron oxide content, the use of additionalopaque powder to reduce thermal

conductivitywas judged unnecessary. Although some refractory fiber may be

required to obtain optimum performance, the use of a refractory fiber in the

14
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cure-in-place ablator was considered to be a potential source of problems

with regard to clogging of the mixer/applicator. Refractory fibers were,

therefore, not included in the candidate cure-in-place ablators formulated

for this study. Subsequent studies with the applicator functional mockup

suggest that acceptable material extrusion properties might be obtained

with a cure-in-place formulation including refractory fibers.

Two approaches to the formulation of the cure-in-place ablator were investi-

gated. In the first, hollow microspheres were added to the RTV-560 sili-

cone until the viscosity was estimated to have reached a maximum consistent

with the requirement to mix readily with the curing agent in the applicator

gun. The compound thus formulated was designated RTV-560-55.

The second modified RTV-560 ablator compound was formulated by adding a

substantially larger quantity of hollow microspheres. Incorporation of the

microspheres into the RTV-560 and lowering of the viscosity to a workable

level was accomplished by the addition of a low viscosity silicone floid

diluent. The formulation was designated RTV-560-32. Compositions of

the two cure-in-place ablator compounds are given in Table 3-Z.

Table 3-2. Composition of Cure-in-Place Abtators

Material RTV-560-55 RTV-560-32

RTV-560 82.6 parts by weight 61.0 parts by weight

RTV-9811 Catalyst 4.6 3.4

RTV Catalyst F 4.6 3.4

E_cospheres Si 4. I 20.0

Microballoons, phenolic 4. 1 --

Silicone fluid SF-99 -- 12.2

3. Z. 3 Curing Agent

T¢¢o parameters related to the curing ager', must he considered in order to

provide a cure-in-place ablator with a specified work life, and cure proper-

ties suitable for use in a mixer/applicator gun for on-orbit repair. First,

a means to adjust the curing speed of the ablator formulation should be

/ 15
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available. Secondly, the volume and viscosity of the curing agent should be

sufficiently large so that meterin_ and mixing of the curing agent uniformly

into the base compound are practical:

The curing 4gents .for the condensation-cure silicone elastvmers are nor-

really metallic soaps. Dibutyl tin ddaurate is the more frequently used

c,ring agent and provides a ,noderate cure rate (18 to 36 hours at Z93°K).

Stannous octoate provides a very rapid cure (4 to 12 hours at Z93°K) and

allows cure to be accomplished at lower temperatures. Both curing agents

are available as concentrated liquids used in quantities of 1 to 5 parts per

1,000 parts of base compound. In this form, the curing a_ents are too

concentrated to function well in an application requiring machine metering

and mixing.

The metallic soaps are also available in the form of paste-type curing agents

designed for use at concentrations of approximately 1 part by weight per

I0 parts of the base compo_md. Curing agents RTV-9811 and catalyst F

which are used in combination in the RTV-560-55 and RTV-560-3Z formu-

lationsare paste-type curing agents. The RTV-9811 provides a moderate

cure rate and the catalystF, a paste version of stannous octoate, provides

a fast cure. This combination of curing agents was initially selected to

examine the feasibility of a paste curing agent with a cure rate which could

be adjusted by varying the amounts of stannous octoate. An equivalent

method also used in this study involved the use of RTV-9811 paste catalyst

to which stannous octoate liquid was added to adjust the reactivity.

3.2.4 Specimen Preparation

In an initialevaluation of the mixing and curing behavior of the silicone

ablators, the RTV-560 and the curing agents were each separately degassed

under vacuum and were then mixed under vacuum conditions. This mixture

did not cure because the condensation cure mechanism which requires the

presence of trace amounts of water had been removed. In the specimens

prepared, these trace amounts were provided by the use of curing agent

t which was not dried or degassed. Future studies to optimize these ablator
4

materials should evaluate procedures in which both the siliconecompound
and curing agent arc degassed and then the siliconecompound is equilibrated

under vacuum with a known partialpressure of water.

16
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Specimens to evaluate the modified low-density RTV-560 compounds were

fabricated as follows: the hollow micrespheres (Eccospheres Si and phenolic

microballoons) were dried 16 hours minimum in a vacuum over at 325°K

(140°F). The RTV-560 was degassed under vacuum, the fillers were a_ded,

and the mixture was stirred under vacuum. Curing agent was then mixed

into the RTV-560 compound while the material was exposed to atmospheric

conditions.

3.Z.5 Viscosity

Mixtures of the candidate materials without curing agents were prepared

and viscosities were determined using a Model HB Brookfield viscosimeter.

The viscosities are given in Table 3-3.

The tendency of the ablator compounds to flow out of the repair area prior

to gelation of the silicone polymer was investigated using the RTV-560-32

formulation. No curing agent was added. Samples of this material were

positioned in a cavity 0. 013 m (0.5 in) deep with 0.0013 m (0.05 in) gaps

shown in Figure 3-1. The RTV-560-3Z material flowed a distance of

approximately 0.0157 m (0.6Z in) in 35 rain. Increasing viscosity as a

result of polymerization would be expected to retard viscous flow after this

time. The viscosity of the RTV-560-32 is considered marginal with regard

to its viscous flo,_, properties. An increase of the filler content or the addi-

tion of a material to increase thixotropy is therefore recommended.

3. Z. 6 Cure Rate

The cure rate of RTV-560-based ablator compound as a functionof stannous

! octoate concentration and temperature was investigated. Approximate

concentrations of curing agent were first established by adding varying
..

quantities of stannous octoate diluted in dibutyl tin dilaurate. The cure rate

I of RTV-560-55 ablator compound was then investigated as a function of tem-

I perature at two selected concentrations of stannous octoate. The results are

presented in Table 3-4 and Figure 3-Z. It can be seen from these data that

at the lower concentration of 1.25 parts by weight (pbw) of stannous octoate

to 1,000 parts of RTV-560, cure at Z78°K (40°F) is very close to meeting

the mission requirements of 1-hour work life and fully cured within 18 hours.

A slight reduction in stannous octoate could probably be tolerated to increase

work life and still have an adequate cure after 18 hours. The 1.775 pbw
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Table 3-3. Viscosities of Cure-In-Place Ablators

T emperatur e Spindle Speed Vis co s ity

Material °E (°F) No. RPM N sec/m 2

RTV-560-55 278 (40) 7 20 344

294 (70)Lot 1 7 20 Z75

272

294 (70) Lot 2 7 20 288

Note 1 280

272

269

277 Avg

*7

325 (125) 7 20 108

RTV-560-32 294 (70) 6 20 128

132

140

140

140

136 Avg

e5

294 (70) 6 10 136

144

140

140

140 AvE
±2

concentration of curing agent provides a cure rate whtch satisfies mission

requirements for cure within 18 hours even at 278°K (40°F). However, the

work life at 125°F is too short.

A cure rate study of the type described above was not conducted with

RTV-560-32. Small samples were mixed and monitored for 2 to 4 hours to

determine the curing agent concentrations for specimen preparation. These

18
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VISCOSITY = 136 N Sec/m2

,- T,p(4

"  lllll lit i L Illt! lllt
- -_-Approx .62

Initial Cavity One-Half Inch After 35 Minutes R'P,_560-32
Deep Filled With Has Flowed Approx .62 !nch
Uncatalyzed RTV 560-32 Thru .050 Gaps

Figure 3-1. Viscous Flow of RTV 560-32 (Uncatalyzed)

tests indicate that the cure of RTV-560-3Z is slower and that a higher stan-

nous octoate concentration may be required for this material.

It should be noted that these cure rate studies were run at atmospheric

pressure and not under vacuum and that the effect of water concentration

was not determined. These parameters should be examined in combination

before the nominal curing agent concentration is established for the selected

cure-in-place ablator compound. Reactivities for each individual production

lot of the curing agent should be determined and cure rates adjusted by the

addition of appropriate quantities of stannous octoate.

3.2.:' Tensile Strensth

Tensile strength coupons were fabricated from sheets of cure-in-place

ablator material cast in vacuum, The fillerswere incorporated into the

RTV-560 base compound under vacuum and the curing agent was then added

and mixed at atmospheric pressure. The catalyzed mixtt:re was loaded into

a cylindricaltube (Semco cart:_idge)fittedwith a piston at one end and a

conical nozzle at the opposite end. The conical nozzle was inserted intoa

hole in the mold cavity and a vacuum was applied with air pressure forcing

the material into the evacuated mold cavity.

19
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Table 3-4. Cure Rate of RTV-560-55 •

Stannous o¢toLte concentr.tion, p_rts by weight
(pbw) per I. 006 pbw RTV-560

Elapsed 1.25 1.775

minutes 278"K(40"F) 294*K(70"F) 325"K(125"F) 278"K(40"F) 294"K(70"F) 325"K(125"F)

0 Liquid Liquid Liquid Liquid Liquid Liquid

3 Thick Thick Thick

I0 10 Shore A

I I Very Thick Thick

12 Thick Liquid

16 30

18 Thick

22 Very Thick

Z4 Thick

30

31 5 Shore A

40 18 40

49 I0 Shore A

50 Very Thick 50

51 25

59 20

68 52

70 35 Very Thick

77 30

82 40

90 Very Thick

91 35

92 2 Shore A

98 45 Very Thick 55

108 7 45

135 52 60

138 9 Shore A

145 25 45

160 6_2
162 20

l?0 25 52

210

ZlZ 6_ 40
220 35 56

258 46 62

266 Very Thick 4S

1310 52 Shore A 60 6_22 6__22 6._22

2O
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110

100- A -1.775 PBW Stannous Octoate Per 1000 PBW Base Resin
B -1.250 PBW Stannous Octoate Per 1000 PBW Base Resin

L_
® 90-

Note: Equivalent Amounts of Dibutyl Tin Dilaurate Were Added
E 80- With the Stannous OctoateO
lib

70- Base Resin
< RTV 560-55
® 60 ....---" " "" -
O
" 50 s

I 40 125°F/'

30 t t :e-

ra 20
Z 7O

10 I s fA
IB s B

0 I I I I I
0 50 100 150 200 250 300 350 400

Time (Minutes)
Figure3-2 Cu_eRatesVersusTemperature

Tensile specimens were cut from the cured sheets using a die conforming to

ASTM D412. Testing was accomplished at 0. 000ZI m/sec (0.5 in/minj

Results are presented in T_ble 3-5. Tensile test results indicate that the

modified RTV-560 formulations had sufficient strength to meet program

requirements and additiGnal strength _ests were confined to tensile _dhesion

strength measurements.

Table 3-5. Tensile Strength of Cure-in-Place Ablators

Tensile strength

Material Cure 106 N/m 2 (psi)

RTV-5b0-55 Room t, mpin 1.36, 1.04(198, 151)
vacuurrA

RTV-560-3Z 325°K (125°F) 1.09, 0.903, 1.13
in vacuum 0.869, I.20

(158, 131, 164, 126, 174)
Avg = 1.04(151)
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3.2.8 Tensile Adhesion ..

Tensile adhesion tests were conducted using circular aluminum tensile

blocks with a cross-sectional area of 0. 000645 m 2 (2 in 2) conforming to

ASTIVi D429. The aluminum blocks were prepared by abrading the surfaces

with a nylon abrasive pad and wiping with clean methyl ethyl ketone solvent

to remove any surface contamination. Dow Co=ning DC 1200 silicone primer

was applied to the clean bondir_g surf_tces and allowed to air dry 30 minutes.

A brush coat of catalyzed RTV-560 silicone rubber was applied and cured.

Mixtures of the cure-in-place ablator materials were prepared as previougly

described and applied to both surfaces of the RTV-560-coated tensile blocks.

The blocks were assembled and positioned in the ASTM D429 cure fixture.

The specimens cured at room temperature 294°K (70°F) and at 325°K (125°F)

were placed in a vacuum chamber and vacuum was maintained continuously

with a vacuum pump during cure. The cure fixture with specimens cured at

278°K (40°F) was placed in a vacuum desiccator preconditioned at 278°K.

A vacuum was applied, the desicca_.or was sealed and placed in a refrigerator

at 278°X for the cure.

The edges of the cured specimens were trimmed to the 0.041 m (I. 6 in)

di_.meter of the tensile blocks and tested in tension at a load rate

0. 00021 m/see (0.5 in/rain).

Specimens to measure adhesion to the HRSI tile and to the ceramic tile with

emittance coating were prepared using a different method. For these speci-

mens, t'le cure-in-place ablator compound was applied to an RTV-560

coated tensile block and this block was then positioned on a rectangular

sample of tile and cured ir vacut:m. A knife blade was run around the cgr-

cumference of the tensile b',ock to separate the flash from the ablator

material bonding the tensile block to the tile.

Tensile adhesion samples to the ceramic tile failed by cohesive failure in

the ceramic tile with the larger values yielding deep dished faiJure surfaces.

The specimens in which the ablator compound was bonded to tile with

emittance coating failed with fracture of the emittance coating in roughly

spherical shape but with _,reas larger than the tensile bloch. Cohesive

failure of the ceramic tile occurred so that the emittance coating pulled off

22
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the tile had a layer of adherb_g ceramic tile. One sample bonded with

RTV-560-32 failed ata ver 7 b,,'L .xlue. Acircular area of emittance

c_ating approximately 0.051 rn {" _) in diameter failed on this specimen in

_ a rnxnner similar to the other ,;_. _mens of this type. In addition a segment

extending across the 0.076 m _" : ) width of the sample and passing through

,. the edge: of the bonded tens-;_, ",ckwas broken out of the tile. This seg-

ment varied from C. 0127 n : in) wide on one side to 0. 028 m (1. 12 in)

v_de on the oppo_i:e _'" , "e specimen. The fracture surface in the
d_

ccran:_c tiic on this _ : ..... :, varied from just below the surface of the emit-

tance coating at the r ,,..',),v edge to O. 0002 1 m (0.5 in) deep into the tile at

"" the wide edge.

Results of the tensile adhesion tests are listed in Tables 3-6 and 3-7 and

indicate tbat both cure-in-place abla',or formulations meet the tensil- bond

strength requirements for the on-orbit repair mission.

3.2.9 Densities

Densities of the ablative compounds were determined by measuring the

dimensions of cured samples and weighing on an analytical balance. A

sample of RTV-560-55 prepared to test the prototype applicator gun was

found to have a substantially higher density than other measurements. The

reasons for this anomalous mixture are unknown but may involve errors in

the hollow microsphere content made in iormulating the mixture or exces-

sive breakage of the microspheres when stirring the mixture during vacuum

degassing. It was determined that a reasonably close approximation of the

cured density could be obtained by aeasuring the density of the uncatalyzed

material using a weight p_r gallon cup or an equivalent method for fluid

density, and rials is recommended as an in-process quality control procedure

during the formulation of production lots of the low-density ablator compounds.

Densities of the cure-in-place ablat_r compounds are as follows:

RTV-560-55 Cured in air 58.9 Ib/ft3

Cured in vacuum 50.4 Ib/ft3

Cured in air 7Z. 6 ib/ft3

(anomalous value)

RTV-560-3Z Cured in vacuum 32.8 Ib/ft_

23
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3. Z. I0 Thermal Expansion

The thermal expansion characteristics of ti;e RTV-560-55 material were

determined _vith a Perkin Elmer Thermal Mechanical Analyzer using a quartz

expansion probe. The measurement ":_s nmde on a cubic sample G. 0064 m

(0.25 inch) on a side tmacr argon. The measurement was conducted from

ambient temperature to 473"K (200"C) at a heating rate of 5 degrees per
minute.

3.2. I I Summary of Cure-In-Place Ablator Properties

The properties of the cure-in-place ablator materials are summarized in
Table 3-8.

Table 3-8. Properties of RTV-560-55 and RTV-560-_2
Cure-in-Place Ablators

Property RTV-560-55 RTV-560-32

Density, Ib/ft 3 50 32

Tensile Strength, psi 135 145

Hardness "A" Shore 70 66

Adhesion to RTV-560, psi 87 89.5

Viscosity, cps

40°F 344,000 --

70°F Z63,000 136,000

125 °F 109,000 --

Thermal Conductivity, Btu/hr-ft- "F 0.031 0. 025

Coefficient of Thermal Expansion, in/in/°F 1 x 10 "5 I x 10 -5

Specific Heat, Btu/lb-°F 0.34 0.34

Thermal Diffusivity, ftZ/hr 0.00175 0.00230

3.3 PRECURED ABLAT_3R

Precured ablators are m_teriais which have been casted and cured into

useful shapes prior t¢ installation.

3.3. 1 Materi_.[ Selection

MDAC has developed a nun_ber of proprietary low-density ablative cJm-

; pounds (S-3, S-6, S-101 for a variety of mis_ile and space applications.|

f 2e_ •
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Test samples of one of these materials, S-10, were included in the initial

arc jet screening tests conducted for this study described in Section 3.5 of

this report. This S-10 material was incorporated into a honeycomb matrix.

This approach was designed to minimize the effects of swell arising from

thermal expansion of the ablator material.

A review of the zr_terial availability for the compounds used to formulate

the proprietary MDAC ablative compounds indicated that a filler material

used ii_ the formulations was in short supply and continuing availability was

uncertain. An alternate precured ablator material was therefore required

which was formulated from readily available materials, had a density under

641 kg/m 3 (40 lb/ft) and was well characterized with a substantial property

data base. Purple Blend Mo_ 5 was the material selected for evaluation.

Composition of the Purple Blend Mod 5 material is as follows:

• Sylgard 184 silicone elastomer 60.0 parts by weight

Dow Corning

• Sylgar_ 184 curing agent 6.0 parts by weight

Dow Corning

• Eccospheres R 10.0 parts by weight

Emerson and Cuming

• Phenolic Microballoons 16.0 parts by weight

Shell Oil Company

• Quartz fibers 0.25 in, heat 7.0 parts by weight

cleaned, 3. P. Stevens

• Cab-o-Sil fumed silica, M57, 1.0 parts by weight

Cabot Corp.

3.3.2 Properties

Samples of Purple Blend ablative compound were prepared and tested in the

same manner as previously described for the cure-in-place m_terials except

that all Purple Blend materials were mixed and cast under atmospheric

pressure conditions. Properties measured in the Purple Blend Mod 5

material are listed in Table 3-9.

The purple blend meets the thermal performance (maintain structure below

450°K) and physical property requirements (density less than 641 kg/m 3.
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Table 3-9. Properties of Precured Ablators Purnle Blend Mod 5

Density, Ib/ft 3 3,6

Tensile Strength, psi I_3

Hardness, "A" Shore 67

Tllermal Conductivity, Btu/hr-ft- F ° 0.06

Coefficient of Thermal Expansion, in/in/°C 1.4 x I0" 5

Adhesion to RTV-560 87

(Adhesive - RTV-560-55), psi

Specific Heat, Btu/lb- °F 0.34

Thermal Diffusivity, ftZ/hr 0. fl_420

tensile strength and bond strength greater than 276,000 N/m20 for the on-

orbit repair mission. The material can be prescored in a grid pattern and

then can be readily broken during the on-orbit repair along selected score

linesto yieldoptimum sized precured segments and yet retains sufficient

durabilityso that crew handling should not prove difficult.

No effectsresultingfrom excessive thermal expansion of the ablator mate-

rialswere noted in the arc jettests described in Section 3.5. However,

these tests were not designed to examine allpote_t4_,damage modes

resultingfrom thisproperty and itis not certain ifan alternate approach

such as a honeycomb matrix used for the S-10 arc jet specimens or an

alternate precured or precast ablator with lower thermal expansion properties

should not be considered. A preliminary analyticalexamination of this ques-

tion is provided in Section 3.6.

3.4 THERMAL ANALYSIS

Thermal analyses were made to evaluate the perforr_ance of candidate ther-

mal protecti_n repair materials. The criteriawere maximum aluminum

skin temperatures of 450°K (350°F) for honeycomb structure areas and 478°K

(400°F) for other locations. Body points 213 and 1702 (Figures 3-3 and 3-I)

were selected to represent areas requiring thick and thin thermal protection

material. The heating environments for these two body points were deter-

mined from the data furnished for the Design Trajectory (14414. IC). The

candidate precured materials were the NASA Purple Blend and the MDAC

• 28
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Figure 3-3. Body Point 213

i 702

....... _ 1:3

Figure 3-4. Body Point 1702
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S-10 composites based upon the Dow-Corning Sylgard silicone resin. Cure-

in-place materials were modified General Electric RTV-560 silicone desig-

nated by R%V-560-32 and RTV-560-55 for 513 and 881 kg/m 3 (32 and

55 lb/ft 3) densities, respectively. The available thermal properties data for ""

these materials were sketchy during the early part of the program, necessi-

tating the use of estimated values, generally. ""

3.4. 1 Precured Materials

Precured material performance was evaluated at body point 213 (Figure 3-3).

The design thermal protection is provided by 0. 0930 m (3.66 in) of silica

tile, 0. 0041m (0.16 in) of Nomexfelt, and 3.81x 10 -4 m(0.015in) of

RTV-560 adhesive, for a total thickness of 0.0974 m (3. 835 in) over the

3.40 x 10 -3 m (0. 134 in) aluminum structure. A minimum repair 6.35 x

10 -3 m (0.25 in) lebs than the design thickness is made v, hich consists of

three 0. 0254 m (1.0 in) thick precured tiles and 0. 0148 m (0. 585 in) of

RTV-560 to pro-*ide significant thermal insulation as well as to serve as

adhesive. This repair replaces the Nomex felt as well as the silica tile.

Table 3-10 gives the analy_ib thermal property values. The MDAC charring

ablator code CHAMP was used in the analysis. Two problems were

Table 3-10. Thermal Properties of Precured Ablator

Material Purple blend S- 10 RTV-560*

Density 670 (41.8) 497 (31.0) 1419 (88.6)

Specific Heat 1423 (0.34) 1423 (0.34) 1339 (0.32)

Cond uctivity

Virgin: 1.30 (0.208) 1.30 (0. 208) 3. 11 (0.50)
Char: T = 222K (-60F) 1.00 (0.16) 1.00 (0.16)

556R (540F) 1.25 (0.20) 1.25 (0.20)

833K (1040F) 1.62 (0.26) 1.62 (0.76)

1389K (2040F) 3.74 (0.60) 3.74 (0.60)

2222K(3540F) 12.46 (2.00) 12.46 (2.00)

Dens;ty: kg/m 3 (Ib/ft3);SpecificHeat: J/kg.°K (Btu/Ib.°F)
Conductivity: mW/cm.K (Btu/sec.ft.F x 104)
_:<Adhesive and partial tile thickness filler
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encountered which prohibited complete results with this code. Convergence

of test parameters during part of the flight was generally not obtainable

without excessively long compqlter running time. Alse, the available

Arrhenius decomposition rate parameters indicated significant weight loss

beginning at the 478°K (400°F) level rather than the 533°K (500°F) level

"" expected for silicone-based materials. These data proved to D_ inapplicable

to tbe environment, the CHAMP code model, or both. However, sufficient

• - results were obt&ined to establish that the aluminum temperature rise is

less than 0. 560K (1.0°F) at 19Z5.7 sec, the design tra;ectory end point.

This results from the heat pulse delay through nearly 0.10 m (4 in) of low

diffusivity material, net coolir_g at the external surface after about 750 sec,

and the substantial thermal capacity of 0. 00340 m (0. 134 in) of aluminum.

The Arrhenius rate equation used in the CHAMP code expresses the decom-

position rate in terms of the change in uncharred weight fraction, WV, of

the decomposing constituent:

dWv )n-d--F--= K(Wv

where

t = time

K = A exp (-AE:_/RT)

-. A = frequency factor

.. AE,:, = activationenergy

R = universal gas constant

T = temperature

n = reaction order

The rate parameters A and AE_, are determined frcm TG_. _easurements

of W, the fractionof initialspecimen weight, versus temperature at meas-

ured temperature-time _._atingrates, r = dT/dt. The finalvalue of W, the

residual char fraction, is designated as Y. Since WV(I - Y) = W - _, the

rate equation expressed in terms of TGA parameters becomes

1 -Y dt = A 1 exp (-&E'-:.'/RT)
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The Arrhenius parameter values for Purple Blend Mud 5 used in the char-

ring ablator code analysis were A = 520,000/sec, AE*/R = 30, 000 ° R,

n = 1.0, and 7 = 0.287. The weight fraction of de6omposing constituen_

(silicone and phenolic) was 0.82. Background informatio,, was not available

on the source and derivation of these properties as wel! as those given in

Table 3-10.

3.4.2 Cure-In-Place Materials

Cure-in-place material performance was evaluated at body point 1702

(Figure 3-4). The design thermal protection is provided by 0. 0206 m

(0.81 in) of silica tile, 0.00406 m (0. 16 in) of Nomex felt, and 0.0038 m

{0. 015 in) of RTV _dhesive, for a total thickness of 0.0250 m (0. 985 in) over

the 0.00457 m (0. !8 in) aluminum structure. Results were obtained for both

the minimum repair thickness of 0.0187 m (0.735 in) and the design thermal

protection thickness of 0. 02502 m (0. 985 in) with RTV-560-32 and

RTV-560-55. The same problems encountered in the analysis of precured

materials using the charring ablator code were encountered with the cure-in-

place materials. Therefore, the analysis was continued with the MDAC

aerodynamic heating code AERO HEAT. Because of the lack of ablationdata,

the heat transfer through the thermal protection material and structure was

modeled as transient conduction using the properties listedin "Fable3-1 I.

The density-temperature dependency was based upon results from the char-

ring ablator code analysis attempts. The use of this relationshipaccounts

for loss of thermal capacity during heating and gives too great a thermal

capacity during subsequent cooling. Consequently, more heat is corducted

to the structure with conservative results. Further conservatism is incor-

porated in the analysis by not including the blocking effectof resin decompo-

sitionand transpiration processes.

A parallelanalysis performed at JSC using a charring ablator model of

RTV-560-32 indicateda significantlygreater'thickness requirement than

obtained by this MDAC analysis. Reasonable increases in the estimated

thermal conductivityvalues by solid conduction at low temperatures and

radiationat high temperatures are not likelyto be sufficientto sccount for

the differences between 3SC and MDAC results. For both MDAC codes,

CHAMP and AERO HEAT, the heating environmen _ was input as heat trans-

: fer coefficient,recovery enthalpy, and pressure histories derived from

i[ s2
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design trajectory tables of radiationequilibrium heating rate (yieldingwall ,.

temperature and enthalp7), convective heating rate, and pressure (taken as

local). Itseems unlikelythat differences in heat transfer computation

methods would account for the differentJSC and IvIDAC results.

A detailed model was used to estimate the temperature-dependent values of

thermal conductivity. The conductivityat a given temperature is expressed

as follows:

k = afk +f k vbf T 3
ss vg v

and f are the soil,!and void fractions
where a and b are weight factors, fs v

(fs+ fv = I.0), respectively, ks is the solid conductivity (constantor tem-

perature dependent), kg is the temperature dependent gas (air)conductivity,
and T is the absolute temperature. The values of a and b were derived from

the conductivitiesof 352 kg/m 3 (22 lb/ft3) HSRI (0.84 void fraction),

0.865 WIm°K (0.05 Btu/hr-ft-°F) at 294°K (70°F) and 2.942 W/m°K

(0.17 Btu/hr-ft-°F) at I,589°K (2,400°F), using a solidconductivityof

1.73 W/m°K (I.0 Btu/hr-ft-°F). The modified RTV-560 solidconductivity

was taken as 3. 115 W/m°K (0.18 Btu/hr-ft-°F). This infers the assump-

tionsof equivalent pore radiation shieldingcharacteristics of the HSRI and

modified RTV-560 materials and the proportionalityof the radiationcontri-

bution bf T 3 to the void fraction. The void frnction of RTV-560-32 rangesv
from 0.665 to 0.885 and of RTV-560-55, from 0.385 to 0.836.

The results for the cure-in-place analysis are shown in Figure 3-5. A

linear relationshipbetween the minimum thickness (0.00635 m recess) and

fullthickness results is assumed. Note that the aluminum temperature

change is given. Consequently, for an initialtemperature of 32Z°K (I20°F),

the maximum applicationtemperature, the minimum thickness, 0.00867 m

(0.735 in), is sufficientfor RTV-560-55 to meet the 450°E (350°F) limit for

the aluminum; whereas, 0.02261 m (0.89 in)of RTV-560-32 is needed to

satisfythis requirement. In view of the generally small differences in

thermal conductivityof the two materials, the thermal capacity (represented

by the density since the same specific heat was used for the two materials)

is shown to be a significant factor in determ!ning the extent to which areas

requiring rep]acement of thin silica tiles must be filled.
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3.4.3 Arc Test Thermal Evaluation

Analytical simulations were attempted of the arc tests of Purple Blend,

RTV-560-32, and RTV-560-55, using the properties given in Tables 3-10

and 9-11 and the AERO HEAT computer code. It is emphasized that the con-

ductivities are estimates or values not traceable to laboratory measurements.

Likewise, the single, constant value of specific heat is an estimaze. Material

density-temperature relations veere obtained from CHAMP trials and increas-

ing the temperature for a given density by 55.6°K (100°F) so that decomposi-

tion losses began at 533°K (500°F) rather than478°K (400"F). The program

schedule simply did not permit adequate characterization of these materials,

especially the RTV-560 modifications. The arc test simulations were based

on nominal conditions of 5 _ 105 W/m Z (44 Btu/sec-ft z) cold wall heating,

1. 512 x 107 J/kg (6500 Btu/Ib) total enthalpy, and lZ41 N/m z (0.18 psi) total

pressure.

The _rc test and simulation analyyis results at 600 sec are given in

Table 3-1Z. Pyrometer surface temperature measurements were increased

by 4. 15% corresponding to an emittance of 0.85. Thermocouples measured

the temperatures at nominal depths of 0. 00635, 0. 0127, and 0.0Z54 m

(0.25, 0.5, and 1.0 in).

The poor agreement between test and analysis temperztures at the 0. 00635

and 0.01Z7 m nominal depths probably arises from inaccurate overall

representation of blocking effects and thermal diffusivit7 changes over the

decomposition temperature range by the analytical model. Comparisons for

the 0.0Z54 m depth indicate that low temperature conductivities for Purple

Blend are too high and for the RTV-560 modifications, at roughly one-half the

Purple Blend value, they are too low. This, in turn, indicates that the solid

conduction component was undervalued for the RTV-560 materials rr_del.

3.4.4 Conclusions

For thick thermal protection sections the density, specific heat, and thermal

conductivity of th_ repair material are of secondary importance to its ability

to maintain _tructural integrity in the entry envircnment. For thinner sec-

tions the thermal diffusivitF becomes increasingly important. Since the
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T

i specific heat values do not d;ffer significantly between the materials under

t consideration, and their conductivities vary little over the range of densities,

the density primarily determines th, diffusivity. Thermal diffusivity is

inversely proportional to the density sil_ce low values of diffusivity are

desired, thc higher density meteri;_!s give better therrual protection, other

facfnr_ being equal. The perfermance improvement afforded by ablation

processes h_at blocking was not determinable with currently available data.

Compar'sons of arc test and simulation analysis results indicated +hat the

',TV-560 material conductivity estimates were tco low, as did analyses per-

formed at JSC. The results also indic_ .hat a charring ablator ch_,rac-

terization of the repair materials is required in order to have confidence in

the analyses of theirthermal suitabilityfor criticalrepair locations.

However, the class of silicone-based composites included in this study

having a density of 513 kg/m 3 (32 lb/ft 3) or more appear satisfactory with

respect to their thermal protection properties.

3.5 ARC 3ET TESTING

3.5. 1 Samples

Three sets of specimens were fabricated and submitted for NASA-3SC arc

jet testing. In the initial set of tests, the ablation characteristics of the

candidate materials were evaluated to verify therm.al performance of

materials selected for continuing development and evaluation. Specimens

consisted of 0. 051 m (Z in) thick by 0. C51 m (Z in) diameter samples of the

ablative material contained in tubular L,olders of the I-IR3I t_.le and bonded to

a substrate representative of an on-orbit repair substrate. Specimen con-

figurationshowing substrate materials and thermocouple tocationis illus-

trated in Figure 3-6 (theHRSI holder is not shown).

Five candidate materials were included in these tests. The pgecured ablator

materials wer, S-10, an MDAC proprietary ablative compound which was

cast into a phenolic/glass honeycomb matrix and Purple Blend Mod 5. The

cure-in-place materials included RTV-560-55, R'2V-560-32, and r.'R-1977.
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T(_ i 1.0"

TEST MATERIAL 2.0"

_P

AL --

CHARCONDITIONS
STRUCTURE
TEMPRISEOF CHARDEPTH CHARGAP CHAR8WELL

MATERIAL (TC57 INCHES INCHES INCHES CHARPIM)PERTIES

RTVL,_GG56 9 0.B 0.063 0.14 HARDCHAR
RTVb_)_32 10 0.625 0_32 020 HARDCHAR
FR 1977 10 0.5 0.1 _ HARD CHAR
PURPLL" BLEND 9 0.626 0.032 0.0 HARD CHAR
&10 9 0.626 0.032 0.01 HAROCHAR

Figure3-6. NASAJSCArcJetTestingWasUmdto EvaiuatoAbl_
_.haracteristicsof SelectedMaterials

With the exception of the S- 10 material, the ablative materials in this initial

set of specimens were cast into a cylindrical mold Lmder atmospheric pres-

sure. The cylindrical castings were allowed to cure, holes were located and

drilled for the thermocouples, and the thermocouples were installed using

fresh mixtures of the ablative materials as adhesives. The cast samples

:, were then bonded into the HRSI holder using additional freshly mixed ablative

material. The S-I0 material was vacuum cast into a phenolic-glass honey-

comb matrix. Discs were cut fror_,the resulting sheet, thermocouples

installed and the discs bonded into the HRSI holders asing Sylgard silicone

elastomer as an adhesive.

A second set of arc jet specimens was prepared using the RTV-560-55 and

IRTV-560-3Z formulations. Procedures for sample preparation were identi-

cal to those described above except that the ablative materials were cast

under vacuum. Specimen diameter was increased to 0. 076 m (3 in).
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A final set of arc jet specimens were prepared to eval,late char adherence.

These specimens consisted of RTV-560-55 cast at atmospheric pressure into

rectangular blocks 0,15 by 0. 15 ruby 0.051 m (Io by2 in). In the initia!arc

jet tests, the loss of significant amounts of char as a result of low char

strength or low char adherence was not observed. Post-test ins;_ect:.on

of the specimens indicated, however, that a gap was formed between the

char layer and the underlying virgin material. This raised conce_rll that char

separation might occur during exposure to reentry conditions on repair areas

larger than th_se represented by the initial 0.051 m (2 in) diamet.-r arc jet

specimens. This is of particular concern with the cure-in-place formulations

included in this study since refractory fibers were not included in the formu-

lations to promote char strength ano adherence. The rectangular arc jet

specimens were, therefore, prepared to examine this question.

3.5. Z Results

All ablative n_aterials included in the arc jet testing exhibited a therrr_l per-

forrnance in the tests sufficient to meet the mission requirements to maintain

the Shuttle structure tt:mperature below 550"F during reentry conditions,

assuming that initial structure temperatures are 3_5"K (IZS"F) or less.

Strt-cture temperature increases of 5 to 5.5°K (9 to 10°F) were obtained with

all of the materia__s. At an inter_ediate depth of 0.0Z54 m (I in), temperature

rise was primarily controlled by ablator density with the higher density

materials providing the greater thermal protection.

Char separation occurred in the 0. 15 by 0. 15 by 0.05 m (6 by 6 by 2 in)

RTV-560-55 samples. Modification of the modified RTV-560 formulations

may, therefore, be reqaired to maintain ablator integrity during reentry.

This increase in char strength and adherence can probably best be achieved

by the additio1_ of refractory fibers to the material formulation.

The vacuum cast arc jet specimen performance was similar to the initial

specimens cast at atmospheric pressure except that a gap was _roded in the

former specimens bp.tween the ablative material and the HRSI holder on the

side facing the impinging jet.
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3.6 EFFECT OF THERMAL EXPANSION OF ABLATORS ON SHUTTLE TPS

Interactions between the (cure-in-place and precured) ablators and the Shuttle

TPS will require careful analysis to establish the usable limits of the repaired

area. A realistic aero/thermal profile imposed on a reasonable repair con-

figuration (see Figure 3-7) will identify any limitations, should they exist.

However, a simplistic analysis has provided some insight into what some of

the failure modes might be. This analysis assumed:

A. Steady state temperature

B. HRSI rigid body

C. Constant thermal properties

D. Ablator/HRSl at equivalent temperature

E. _HRSI/_Ablator << l

F. The repair fills the hole

G. HRSI tiles stand alone (gaps between HRSI tiles)

These assumptions lead to the conditions shown in Figure 3-8, where the

loading on the HRS! tile would be a combination of shear stress (us) and

tension stress (_t). As the temperature of the ablators (and HRSI) rises the

(-'KH _Z 0

_0_ HR$I _E _(Pr__Ab/_or_ HRS, )

c.,.-I..P,,,c, Ab,',to,/" _' k T
Section A-A S

Figure 3-7. Auumed RepAirConflguratinn
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ablators expand, exerting a sideways force on the HRSI tile,tending to

"shear" itoff, Itis reasonable to expect that the shearing force will

dominate when the tilesare thin and the tension forces when they are thick,

(This relationshipbecomes complicated when the char laver, thermal gradient

and variable heating are taken into account, )

The conditions imposed on the HRSI tile shown in Figure 3-8 result in the

following:

L = length of HRSI reacting expansior,

aA = ablator coefficient of thermal expansion

E A = ablator modulus of elasticity

AT A = ablator change in temperature = ATHRsI

6A = thermal deformation of ablator

t A = thickness of ablator = tHRSI

WA = 1 (unit width)

L P(L/2) P(L/2) P{L/2)

6A = _--aA AT A = AAEA = tAWAEA tAE A

JA L

P _. HRSI

la) Ib)

FMre 3-8. L.mxiinll Condition on the HR$1

Simplify and solve for P

p = tAEAaAAT A {I)

Solving for P in the tile/sep free body (Figure 3-8), substituting Equation (1)

for P, then solving for q provides

tAEAaAL_TA
P = qL, q = L = Os (Z)
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Then combining cases 7 and 9 from Roark* Table III and solving for Mo,

ll
M ° = _wL 2 _3)

m

Also from Figure 3-8,

t A
.. M° = P-7- (4)

Substituting Equation (I) into Equation (4) and equating to Equation (3) gives

11 __Z EA tZA aAAT A_w,. - Z "

I Therefore

w : _- EA _A ATA : _T (5)

The value for w is equivalent to the edge tension stresses (_T) and q is

; equivalent to shear stresses (_s) for the unit width considered. Relationships

j cf Equations (2) and (5) are plotted and shown on Figure 3-9. Plotted in this
! manner it becomes evident that ablator thicknesses near one-third the HRSI

tile length develop "shear" and "peeling" stresses of equivalent magnitude,!

: and when tA/L _ 0.7, the peeling stress is approximately double the ahear
stress.

Figure 3-9 indicates that areas where "thick" repairs are made will be sub-

; ject to high shear and peel stresses and that some means should be taken to

1 keep the repaired area as small as possible. It also indicates that for large
J

I
I

1
i

¢Raymond J. Rosrk, "Formulas for 5tress and Strain," McGraw-Hill Book
Company. 1965.
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area repair it would not be desirable to "fill in" the gaps between the pre-

cured and HRSI with cure-in-place ablator. Leaving a gap will decouple the

precured ablator from the HRSI and permit operation at greater AT's. (A

gap of 0. 040 in. will allow at least the surface of a full ablator tile to raise

1Z0°F before contact is made with the HRSI for an _ = 11 x 10 -5 in/in/°F. )

This analysis is conservative because (1) total contact between repair and

HRSI is assumed - which will not occur; (2) the temperature is csns_ant

throughout - which it will not be; and (3) the HRSI/sep is a rigid body -

which in reality is somewhat flexible. An accurate picture of the repair area

limitations can only be obtained through a three-dimensionat/,C+TS trajectory

analysis where all these factors are taken into account.
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PRECEDING I'A(;E I_LANK NOT F/LIMED

Section 4

MATERIAL APPLICATOR

This task was divided into three prime areas: a functional mockup, a self-

contained applicator, and a three-part applicator as shown in Figure 4-1.

The functional mockup schedule necessitated early design and fabrication

phases in order to ensure completion of the mockup with time tc perform

tests prior to the delivery date. The self-contained and three-part design

• . phases followed and drew upon the experience obtained during the mockup

development period.

4. 1 FUNCTIONAL MOCKUP

The design effort was concentrated toward the development of a simple

working unit which would contain, mix, and deliver the resin in a reliable

and efficient manner. No attempt to optimize weight or to expend effort in

detailed mechanism design (such as trigger control of valving) which might

have jeopardized our probability of meeting the schedule for delivery was

made. The functional mockup is shown in Figures 4-Z and 4-3.

4. I. I Design Approach

The three prime objectives of the functional mockup are to contain, mix,

and apply the resin in a simple and reliable manner.

For containment, an aluminum body equipped with a self-contained gas

pressure source as the basis for the design was selected. A primary

concern was to prevent any contact between the resin base material and

the catalyst prior tc activation and subsequent mixing. The design used a

thin aluminum burst disk to prevent contact of these materials. The disk

was constructed of 2.0 x 10"5m (0. 0008 in) thick aluminum foil (Reynolds

wrap) approximately 0. 076 m (3.0 in) in diameter. This disk was found

to rupture at approximately I. 65 x 105 N/m 2 (24.0 psig). The rupture

caused a "petal" shaped residual which remained attached around the

orifice without shedding into the delivered material.
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t
I -_c-°_ I

t

FUNCTIONAL SELF-CONTAINED THREE-PART
MOCKUP APPLICATOR APPLICATOR

FABRICATION MODIFY CONCEPT /

/

t
T_T I I ,Eu..w_s I ,E,I..W_ I

) t

I

I ,
[ ._oo-.o,,,o.I

Figure 4-1. Applicator Design Sequence

The gas source selected was contained within a secondary handle at the

back of the applicator. O-ring seals were provided to contain the gas

i charge when activated. A steelpin, centered in the body, pierces the gas

! bottle upon rotation of the handle to its seated position.
I
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Figure 4-2. Functional Mockup

Figure 4-3. Functional Mockup Disassembled
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Mixing of the two components is only as reliable as the metering mechanism

and the static mixing units allow. The mix ratio selected (from the

materials group) was 9.4 to 9.9:1. The ratio is critically controlled by

the use of concentric pistons which are sized to an L). 59:1 area ratio. The

two pistons are connected by a "bridge" which guarantees that the two

pistons move synchronously, independent of the driving pressure or rate

of expulsion.

Three mixing units (Charles Ross & Son Co.) are standard industrial

elemeuts. The three units are located in a nozzle extension tube (which

also allows applicationinto the bottom corner of a repair cavity under

worst-case conditions). To reduce pressure differentialacross the elements

_o a minilnurn 2-in elements were selected. The three units proved to be

more than adequate to mix the materials for curing.

4. I.I.l Review Requirements

The functionalmockup and the designs proposed for flightapplicationsmust

meet the following requirements:

• Reliable mixing and dispensing

• One-hand operation {forapplication)

• Minimum operator fatigue

• Ease of assembly

• Good visibility of repair area

• Safe to handle

Reliable mixing and dispensing were discussed in Section 4, I.I.

One-hand operation for the functional mockup was overruled in favor of

using a quarter-turn valve mounted in the nozzle base. The design com-

plexity and cleaning difficulty precluded the use of a complicated valve

system for this unit. The trigger-actuated, "shear-seal" valving is

recommended for the follow-on design activity. Except for the valve

action, application may be accomplished by one-hand operation.

Operator fatigue is minimum. Application of gas pressure is merely a

matter of screwing in a knurled handle, while resin application is e£fected

by use of the quarter-turn valve and pointing the applicator.
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No assembly operations are required (other than app;Lcation of gas

pressure). Several other concepts were reviewed, including a hand-

operated mixing vane and the use of a cartridge which must be loaded into

the applicator gun. Each of these other concepts required excessive (in

our opinion) crew member operations.

Although the functional mockup is longer than that proposed for flight use,

adequate visibility is provided so that the crew member can see the repair

area and adjacent tiles.

With the exception of charged gas cavities and the normal cautions

attendant to use of charged systems, no special precautions need be

exercised. The functional mockup was not machined with corner radius

and fillets to prevent damage to crew member suits as would be accom-

plished on flight hardware.

4. I. I. 2 Select Concepts

As mentioned in prior statements, the control of mixing l--_ios was felt to

be of prime importance. The bridged, concentric pistons approach is

simple and very reliable. The excellent success of the functional mockup

at the Final Review (November 30, 1979) verifies that the containing,

mixing, a,'i application features are viable solutions. The weight and

length are larger than for other concepts and therefore greatly influence

the fina_ decisions for flight units, since the weight of the applicator and

of the total system becomes very important for the flight hardware.

Preliminary drawings were prepared and reviewed prior to release to a

vendor for fabrication. Pressure drop, flow characteristics, case pres-

sure profile, and strength were calculated to ensure that a realistic flow

rate would be achieved. These parameters determined the gas bottle size.

Critical components _e. g. 0 case wall, end caps, screw threads, etc.)

were given a stress review to ensure that design ultimate to operating

were at least 4:1. Minimum guaranteed values wexe used as follows:
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Yield Strength UltxcnateStrength Shear Strength

Nlm 2 psi Nlm Z psi N/m 2 psi_

6061-T6-T6SI 2.41xi08 35,000 _..90x108 42,000 l.S6xl08 _7,000
Plate/Tube

6061-T6/T651 2.41xi08 35,000 2.6Zxl08 38,000 l._6xi08 24,000
F xtruded Bar

In addition, verificationtestingwas accomplished to confirm the results

from the analyticaleffort. The tests will be described in Section 4. I.2.2.

4. I.Z Hardware/Test

As the resultof design and analyticaleffort, a model was "firmed up" and

a vendor was selected to fabricate the functionalmodel. Mr. Ron Collar

from ROEAN _ndustries was contacted through their Marketing Agent, the

S. L. Morse Company. We are please-1to fi_'3_ha they had years of

experience in design and developrr.entof caulking and material dispensing

systems. They were able to add expertise and many constructive changes

to our preliminary design.

4. I.Z.I Fabrication

The functionalmockup was fabricated in approximately Z weeks and

delivered to uo for test. All active cornpone_ts are machined from

6061-T6/T651 aluminum.

4.1.2.2 Test

The operating case pressure was calculated from data given by the supplier

of the gas bottles. A pneumatic proof test was conducted in a "bomb-shelter"

with subsequent reduction in pressure for a leak test. The proof testwas

completed at 6.27 x 106 N/m 2 (910 psig) for I minute with nitrogen gas.

The pressure was applied at the test port located on the back cap. The

inner piston was fullyforward with the quarter-turn valve closed. The

leak test was accomplished in the same manner except 7.93 x 105 N/m 2

(I15 psig)was applied while the unit was held under water. No leak

bubbles were observed during l rain.
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After the unit was disassembled and dried, a test was pc form_'d to

determir:e the pressure profile (i. e., operating, pressure with the piston

in e_,cb_ the full and expended positions). The fro,it end was fully filled

with water and locked in tha_ position by closure of the quarter-turn valve.

A gage w_'_ added to the _est port (minimum volume was added by use of

very short connectors). A gas bottle was inserted and activated. The

initial pressure was recorded at 4. 17 x 105 N/m 2 1605 psig). The water

was allowed to exit fror_ .*he forward cavity to place th_o piston in the fully

expended pisition. Pr_°,_." was first recorded at 1.24x 100 N/m 2

(180 psig) with recovery to 1.41 x 10 6 N/m 2 (205 psig) after a few se.conds.

Since the upper operating pressure of 4. 17 x 106 N/m 2 (605 psig) was

greater than _he value calculated from vendor data, a new proof test

8.34 x l06 N/m 2 (1,210 psig) was conducted to fulfill the requirement of

proof to two times the operating pressure (MDAC requirement). This

proof test was done hydrostatically (because a leak test was not required

to follow).

A burst disk was installed (with water against the inner surface) and

nitrogen gas slowly applied to the aft cavity. The disk burst at

1.66 x 105 N/m z (24 psig).

After disassembly, the seals were lubricated (we used Molycoat silicon

No. 55) ;nd reassembled to a point where the resin could be added. See

Appendixes A and B for assembly/disassembly and filling _perations.

When assembly was completed, a nitrogen pressure source was attached

to the test port and the unit pressurized to I.38 x 106 N/m 2 (200 psig).

A sample was expelled and timed. The pressur_ was increased _o

2.76 x 106 N/m 2 (400 psig) and then 4. 14x 106 N/rn 2 (600 i:,sig)with timt

samples taken at each pressure. The samples x_-ereweighed and density

calculated (the density of this sample wa_ found to be very heavy -

72.518 Ib/ft3). The resulting flow rates are shown below in Figure 4-4,

4. 1.2.3 Demonstration

The functional mockup was loaded at our facility and subsequently delivered

to the NASA facility at Houston, Texas. On November 30, 1979, after a
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portion of the final review, the mockup was presented for demonstration.

Mr. E. S. Onizuka pressurized the unit and expelled three samples. He

then r.illed a cavity of sample tile and placed an adhesive bed for a pre-

cured tile.

The mockup was disassembled and cleared, during which time the samples

began to cure. Prior to the adjournment, the material had hardened to

a satisfactory degree.

4. Z SELF-CONTAINED APPLICATOR

The second objective was to design, to a preliminary level, a system for

delivery of the resin in a hand-held manner. We felt that the unit should

be self-contained rather than relying upon an energy source in a separate

unit.

4.2. 1 Design ,_pproach

The design effort was continued along *he same lines as that of the mockup.

The weaker attributes of the mockup were strengthened in this design.

Weight and length were major areas for improvement.
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4. 2. i. I Modify Concepts

Upon review of the total kit weight estimates, we shifted from our early

concept of I. 18 x 10 -3 to i. 31 x 10 .3 m 3 (72 to 80 in 3) of deliverable

resin toward I. 96 x 10 -3 m 3 (120 in3). This increase in volume/applicator

ratio reduced the kit weight without adding excessive overall volume to

the new unit. To reduce length, the diameter was increased, while main-

t_ining the piston area ratio. A sketch o£ the design is in Figure 4-5.

<

In addition, the auxiliary handle was moved toward the rear to allow wrist

access between the handles. This modification forced a cap and gas bottle

redesign.

4. 2. I. 2 Preliminary Drawings

Two salient features of this design should be discussed. As the material

is expelled, the viscosity, temperature and orifice sizing woukd normally

be critical. To overcome these uncertainties, we chose to ensure a

constant mixture ratio by use o? the concentric piston pair connected by

a bridge.

Figure 4-6 shows the two concentric pistons as they are bridged together in

position within the applicator body and Figure 4-6 provides a more detailed

view of the pistons and seals. (The sketch shows welded construction for

simplicity - the center piston would, of necessity, be removable for clean-

ing and assembly ot seals. )
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During in-plant testing, the functional mockup used O-rings. In pr_ paration

for the demonstration, we were able to obtain T-seals (Green-Tweed part

numbers 7338MS-160-N, 7218 FS-160-N, and 7211MR-160-N). These

performed so well during the demonstration that we would recommend their

use for future design efforts. The nylon wiper is used to gently scrap the

cylinder surfaces to remove buildup of resin against the seal. (The formu-

lation that uses eccospheres or microballoons as a component can score

the aluminum walls when the material is packed between an O-ring and the

sidewall. )

Figure 4-7 shows the valve assembly which is recommended. The

mechanism is a simple gate valve with nylon seal elements against each

surface. The gate is machined flat to _/finish and fitted with a bole

which can be moved to align with the body hole for full flow. (A modified

contour may be used to allow a flow profile more suited to the mission

requirements, i.e., a "tear drop" shape could allow very slow flow for

applicatio, of thin adhesive layers. ) The seal elements are held in con-

tact with the "gate" by means of "wave" washers. An O-ring seals the

body of each seal element. This sealconcept has been very successful

in valve applications (e.g., Barksdale Shear Seal valves).

4. Z. I.3 Review Weight

When the design became firm and preliminary stress _nalysis had been

completed, a weight estimate could be attempted. With the precured
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Fil_e 4-7. R_ommendM hal Ammbly

material proposed, the total kit weight would be well beyond the 136 kg

(300 lb) limit. We believe that our selection of 1.97 x 10 -3 3m (120 in 3)

usable volume is the practical limit and, although some weight trimming

could be accomplished by extra machining, the only weight saving option left

open appeared to be to select an alternate design.

4.2. I. 4 Select Alternate Design

Two other basic design concepts were explored. Both _pproaches would

entail design and prototype effort beyond the schedule of this contract.

One concept uses an expanded bellows to contain one of the materials. As

the piston advances, the bellows wail collapses so that, at the fully

expended position, the folded bellows is contained within the piston recess.

This detail may be seen in Figure 4-5. The column length of the bellows

must be controlled to ensure that the bellows will collapse in an axial

manner without "squirreling. "

This control might be effected by changing the material/catalyst ratio

_znd therefore the respective areas). As the base diameter becomes

larger with respect to the bellows length, the probability of uneven col-

lapse is reduced.

A second concept which was investigated involved the use of coiled (stowed)

tension/compression members tied to each piston. The application of a

"stowed antenna 'tfor this use was reviewed by Mr. Bruce Cambell from
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Astro Research Corp. (6390 Cimby Lane, Carpenteria, CA, (805) 684-6641).

His company designs and ,fabricates this type of antenna for various space

applications. His cursory review indicated that the design had some merit.

A sketch of this approach is shown in Figure 4-8. It will be noted that to

ensure synchronization of the two pistons, and to prevent cocking oY the

outer piston, three of these units are coupled together with idlers.

r'..

[
I
I

o

I

i , i

C

Figure 4-8. Alternate Tension/Compression Members

Both of the above concepts reduce overall weight by shortening the

applicator and thereby reducing case weight.

4.2. 1. 5 Preliminary Drawings

These concepts were reviewed and the weight savings discussed. The

weight advantage must be traded against the additional design and engineer-

ing time required.

4.3 THREE-PART APPLICATOR

The third objective was to design, to a preliminary level, a system for

delivery of the resin from a t,anister which may be attached to the work

station. The material would be expelled through a hose to a small hand-

held applicator.
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4.3. I Design Approach

The design effort was continued along the same lines as that of the

functional mockup and the original and modified concepts of the self-

contained applicator. Weight is still a major design problem. Length is

not a design constraint. It was reasoned that the approaches which were

viable solutions to the self-contained applicator were workable also for

the three-part canister. Also, the valving which appears to be well suited

to the hand-held unit would work equally well for the gun portion of the

three =part applicator.

4. 3. 1. 1 Preliminary Drawings

Drawings were created for the assembly view of the three-part applicator

in each of two basic design concepts. A bellows and a concentric piston

approach were drawn to firm the design. Figure 4-9 shows these concepts.

4. 3. 1.2 Weight Review

After preliminary stress analysis, the wall thickness and end-cap thickness

were firmed to a point where a [_d estimate of weight could be performed.

An attempt to optimize the length versus diameter for a given column

resulted in the graph in Figure 4-10.

From the curves shown in Figure 4-10, it is evident that the cylinder length

increases to an unwieldly length as the diameter passes below about 7 in.

The machining of long cylinders (especially thin wall) grows more difficult

to a point where tapered walls will not seal against the piston.

4.3. 1.3 Design Alternatives

As in the self-contained applicator, the alternate design which utilizes a

bellows is to be considered. As with the smaller applicator, the length-to-

diameter ratio of the bellows invites instability as the canister is

lengthe ned.

4.3. 1.4 Preliminary Drawings

The concentric-piston concept and the bellows concept were selected for

further investigation. Drawings were prepared to allow component sizing

with the associated stress analysis and weight e_timation.
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SIDEWALL THICKNESS(IN.)
15 .20 .25 .30 .15 .40 .45
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ENGCAPTHICKNESS(IN.) CYLINDER LENGTH(IN.)

Figure 4-10. Optimization of Length Versus Diameter
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Section 5

REPAIR KIT

This section discusses repair kits concepts and repair mission activities.

5. I KIT CONCEPTS

Cure-in-place and precured ablator materials, applicators, tools, storage

container, and repair concepts have been developed by MDAC to provide

efficientand effectiveTPS repair. Applicators and tools are tailored to

material selections. The storage container holds the materials, applicators,

and tools in a package which simplifiesthe repair mission. The following

subsections discuss the container, itscontents (e.g., applicators, materials,

and tools),and how they are removed and used.

Two repair kit concepts that meet the requirements presented in Table 5-1

are shown in Figure 5-1. A combination of the two is actually recommended

to min_.mize astronaut activities. General design details are further shown

in Figure 5-2. Modules for tile and another for tools/emittance coating will

eliminate the need to move individual blocks of tiles, tools and coating with

attendan_ multiple tethering a_d handling steps. A rnodule would be rcmoved

and transferred to the work station where it would be attached with simple

overcenter latches. Applicators would be handled individually, not in a

module, for work station attachment.

5. 1. 1 Container

An aluminum kit structure is planned for strength, ease of manufacturing,

and heat conduction. Based on MDAC thermal analysis, a 100-W heating

capacity will provide ample temperature control when used in conjunction

with a five-layer rnultilayer insulation (MLI) blanket. Electrical connectors

are provided for cabin heater activation and temperature monitoring before

the repair mission EVA. Internal thermostatic high/low-temperature limit

switches regulate heating after being turned on. Cther features are a low
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• Prepared t,;ombinatl )n • Open Full Selection
• Easeof Handling • Minimum MMU MissionWeights
• Ready W/S Access • Single Simple Design

• Manufacturing Advantage
• Minimum Bay Resupply Tdps

Figure 5`1. ModulesVsCompleteKit

--Orbiter Mounting (Interface Control Owg)

MLI Insulation Blanket _ ,._

(5 Layer) _,-,,_l---,---.--,_"__":"_ F Precured Ablator. Unitized

___ "f ""_ _d,'_'_ _ _ 100 Watt Strip Heater

,, [r,_

_. _ Aluminum Shell(0.060)Tools • _r; u

Polyurethan _ _ _ Applicator Stowage
Foam Dunnage I I _ _ _t/,J_,.J _ _ _ ,r Restraint

(Undersize Cutouts) t]____utouts)

Ui__ _ q " _Pressure(2Way) Vent Valve
Emittance Coating --_ _',4_" ""_,,,_ X_I_;/_ q_ _-

" Thermometer

_" (Heater Switch and
Cure In r Assy Thermocouple=)

Figure5-2. CompleteTile RepzirKit
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Table 5-1. Repair Kit System/Mission Requirementa

• 12 ft 3 volume

• 300-1b total kit weight

• 57-1b nominal MMU repair kit + Z0-1b work station {90 + 60 Phase H RFP)

• Temperature control 40°F - 1Z5°F and monitoring

• 6, 480-in 3 precured, 1,080-in 3 cure-in-place, 25 ft 2 emittance coat

• Ease of material removal and return

• Flight hardware design

• Minimum cabin preparation, activation, monitoring

• Growth potential

differential pressure relief valve if the final design is sealed, passive

thermometers for double-checking kit temperature directly before use,

transfer modules for tile, emittence coating and tools, large tether rings

and attachment clips, hand holds, Velcro tape fasteners and closures on the

MLI, Velcro tethering attachmerlts, and open-cell foam dunnage. Mounting

brackets will be in accordance with NASA'J Orbiter interface control drawing

(ICD).

The space required to stow the precured ablator, cure-in-place ablator

applicators, emittance coating, and all tools is approximately 0.34 m 3 (12 ft3).

Although MDAC has started with a 0. 965 x 0. 661 x 0. 533m (38 in x 26 in

x 21 in) size, exact dimensions of the final design should be developed start-

ing with the transfer module and three-part applicator sizes to minimize

both volume and weight. Repair kit weight is in excess of the 136 kg (300 Ib)

requirement at this stage of MDAC's d--velopment by 28 and 4A°/0 for the

three-part system and the self-contalned _pplicator designs. However,

using lighter tiles such as HRSI dip coated with RTV-560-32 or precured

material suggested by other stt, dy contractors and by also refining the

applicator designs, the 136 kg (300 Ib) goal is expected to be achievable.

Our applicator weights are driven by the pressure safety requireme_.ts ancl

600 psi w_.s felt necessary to achieve time line applicator dispensing rates

for the high viscosity material. Pressure may be reduced based on continued

testing of our functional mockup. Sizes and weights are summarized in

Table 5-2.
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5. 1. 1. I Structure

Conventional construction using aluminum sheet, angle, and expended mesh

is recommended, Fiberglass was considered, but rejected because of the

ease of manufacture using aluminum and the short time for design and

fabrication. Fiberg)ass standoffs for mounting to the Orbiter structure will

minimize heat transfer.

5. 1. 1. Z Heaters

Heating requirements were claculated for the MLI insulated container

assuming an average external temperature of-250"F (240°R), internal

temperature at heater activation of -40°F (47. "_R), and $0°F (540°R_ as the

desired temperature after 24-hr hea_ing. This resulted , a 1Z3°F tempera-

ture rise (AT). The heat transfer through 3.3 m 2 (3Z.4 It 2) of MLI under these

conditions is plotted in Figure 5-3. The average heat loss was 40.65 Btu/hr.

Heating energy required per hour is expressed by Equation (1) where m is

the total mass, c is its heat capacity, AT is the heating i_ nperature range,

t is heating time in hours and KML I is the MLI beat transfer for the above
stated conditions. Kit physical priorities are given in Table 5-3 for the

worst-case weight condition summarized in Table 5-2.

Table 5-3. Kit Material Physical Properties

m C mc
(lb) (Btu/lb- °F) (Btu/"F)

ablator 140 0. 3 42

other 325 0.2 65

465 107

Using Equation (i), total heating requirements are calculated

QT m c AT 107 x 120t + QMLI = _4 + 40.65 Btu/hr (1)

= 535+ 40.65

= 575.65 Bt..lr or 169 watts
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(49.125)

_ 44 -- .

Average40.65
o4o

36

32

28 ' I
420 460 500 540

(-40) (0) (+40) (+80)
Temperature °R (°F)

Figure 5-3. Kit ML I Steady State Heat Transfer

An additionalZW are lost for each support or restraitltpenetration of the

NILI even with good thermal design. Worst-case co dit'onwould therefore

require about 180 W. This can be reduced about _.5%to near I00 W with

lighterweight precured ti)eand redesign to reach the 300-1b design goal.

Two types of Z4 V heaters were ir_vestigated,ivlobayChemical Company has

a metalli.zedcloththat could be sewn intothe MLI insulationblanket. Raychem

Corporation has stripheaters which can be bonded onto the kit etructure.

Both haw_ much design flexibilit'l.Brochures for each are presented x.

Appendix C. The Raychem Cellotherm is recommended because of the short

des_,;nand manufacturing time since itutil'ze._more conventional technology-.

5, I.1.3 MLI BlanketL

MDAC has designed and fabricated frillfor as_ on Delta launch vehicles, the

Spacelab tunnel, and for oth,_rOrbiter eqvipment, Testing for these applica-

tions has verifiedthe operating characteristics which were us,_.di- calculating

the heatin_ reouirements (Secttan 5.I.l.Z). MLI ts fabricatec using alternate

layers of _tluminizedIVivlarand separato, mesh which are then faced with

Beta cloth outside and Dacron inside. Normal attachment is with heal

resistantVelcro fastener strips bonded to the structure o. on_ side and sewP
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to the MLI on the other. Velcro side seams are also provided for ea67 open-

ing of entry panels. Large tabs are provided for ready gripping with the

spacesuit gloved han_.

5. I. I. 4 Electrical

Electrical wiring will be provided for cabin heater activation and temperature

monitoring. Internal thermostatic high/low-temperature limit switches

would regulate heating after being turned on. They would be set to turn on

below 60°F and turn off above 80°F to maintain an optimum wor'_ing tempera-

ture. Higl,er temperatures should be avoided because of the resulting

shorter working life of the RTV-560-32 cured-in-place material. As noted

in Figure 3-5, the pot life is about 90 rain at 70°F but shortens to about

30 rain at 125 F. For a large area repair, the mission timeline analysis

shows that this could be vAthin the time period between uses so that applicator

purging of mixed material would be needed to assure against it setting up and

inactivating the applicator. Passlve temperature monitoring would be

included with thermometers mounted in the flight storage container ana also

on the mixing and applicator heads.

5. 1 I. 5 Pressure Relief Valve

Weight of the kit can be minimized using an open framework for the open

mesh work station transfer modules. Should a sealed ¢ontain_r be necessary

for any reason, a two-way low differential pressure relief valve should be

provided to assure pressure equalization during both launch and landing.

5. I. 2 Kit Contents

Tile, emittance coating, and tools are stored in drawer-type modules to

simplify handling. The applicators do not lend themselves to modular pack-

aging and are therefore installed and removed individually for use.

5. 1.2. I Transfer Modules

Open-mesh aluminum modules are suggested for the precured ablaLor, tools,

and emitta_ice coating, One module 0. 457 by 0,305 by 0. 241m (18 by 12 by

8 in) would hold the tools and emittance coating (estimated at 9 to 12 pint

aerosol cans, 7.7 cm (3 in.) diameter x 20.4 cm (8 in. ) tall}. Five modules

0. 457 by 0. 305 by 0. 152m (18 by I?, by 6 in. ) would hold the precure¢_ ablator,

enough in each for one maximum repair 0.45"/ by 0.9., _y 0.051rn { 18 by
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36 by 2 in. ). The module would be easily removed from the storage container,

tethered for tranofer and finally fastened to the work station with large, easy-

to-operate overcenter latches. Horizontal orientation is shown in Figure 5-8

but having them at an angle could be easier to reach and use. If MMU operat-

ing weight limits are not exceeded, two modules of tile can be stacked to

provide a two-location repair capability. Materials and L,_ols would be

attached inside with Velcro patches or tethered to assure pos_,tive control

at all times with a minimum number of astronaut operations. A cloth cover

permanently attached on one side and fastened on the other with Velcro should

also be considered. Final design will evolve following tile size and thickness

s_lection, aerosol versus dauber applied emittance coating and tool selection/

design.

5.I.2.2 Precured Ablator

Precured ablator tileswould be individuallymolded and then cut-scored on

one inch centers for breakaway shaping to better fita repair area. Several

tilesare then bonded on one edge to a thin backing sheet to form a larger

block to aid in physical control. The backing sheet would have Velcro

fastener rtrips applied which attach to a mating strip inside the module.

See Figure 5-4. Backing sheet bonding woald be lightenough to permit easy

tilere_,oval by simply foldingitover 90° using a tilehandling and positioning

tool and peeling one tileoff as needed. RTV-560-32 and Purple Blena are

moderately notch sensitive so by cutting 50% through, breaking to size at a

cut Js not a difficultaction. The unused pieces can be stowed in a clean

waste bag for fvture use. Tile initiallength and width should be reviewed to

be sure they are not so large as to make placement in a repair are_ difficult.

Sizing 0.32 cm (0.12 in.) to 0.64 cm (0.25 in.) smaller than the typical

original tilecavity would reduce the need to break a tilefor installation

except for a partialtilereDa__r.

Several thickness combination options which will provide complete layer

btlildingc_pabilityand meet the _0.64 cm (_0.25 in.) finished surface st_p

requirement are shown in Figure 5-5 along with original HRS! thicknesses.

There should be no minus step below 2.54 cm (l.0 in.)thickness since thermal

analysis shows the greatest reentry temperature rise behind the insulationin

thin areas. Use of all 1.I cm (0.44 in.) tilewould simplify the kit and eli,-
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Peel-off Backing

Scores

Individually Formed Tile

Velcro Fastener

Transfer Modut_

Figure5-4. PrecuredAblatorTile Module

Option City Size (in.)
1 412 7116 x 6 x 6
2 96 5/8 x 6 x 6 .(._

120 1 x6x6 ,/_
3 144 5/8 x 6 x 6

90 lxF;x5 • •

4 60 1/2 x6 x (_

120 314 x 6 x 6
/0_ 60 1x6x6
®

I
A

[_ HRSI Thickness (in.)Does Not Include SIP

Em,ttance C,oat "_

[] Sme.._a,r) (M.,M,..,o.) O
Q Large Repair (Max M|.zon) []

®

F_r, 5-5. Tile Th_k_ Optiom
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inate the need tc decide which thickness is necessary fer the repair but it

requires the careful control of applied amounts of cure-in-place material.

Only 0. 15 cm (0.06 in.) average thickness would be allowed per tile. This

assumes a good feel by the astronaut of dispensed volume and an abilityto

smooth/o a thin uniform layer. Ifpractice does not support this preconise,

an additionalquantity of cure-in-place material should be considered. It

would also increase repair time. Ifmore than one thickness is used, eacla

tilewould have itsthicknes_.stencilledon the upper side for ready identifica-

tion and selection.

5. I.2.3 Cure-in-Place Applicators

The lighterweight of the three part applicator system, itsminimal handling

necessary fcr transfer to the work stationand the compact dispensing unit

are major factors leading to MDAC's preference for itover the self-contained

units. However, the greater number of self-contained units needed results

in somewhat increased reliability.Either can be fittedin the same space

provided the self-containedunits are nested. A clamp at the base would be

used to secure either type applicator in the storage kitor on the work

station. Added support for each applicator during launch _nd landing woulc]

be provided by self-centeringlocking devices builtinto the container door,

The principal disadvantage of the three-part system is the possible loss of a

substantialportion of the totalmaterial available should curing in the gun

result in a premature freezeup. There are two ways to avoid this. The

easiest is to purge the gun of allmixed material aftera specified period o_

time fo]lowing its last use untilthe unitis sp_ _r the repairs are completed.

The other is to have a spare mixer/hose/dispez,,cr assembly. This would

require a shutoff of both materials individually before any mixing and the

addition of a spanner wrench type tool to make the change. Final selection

als_ should consider the potential for design weight refinement and the corn-

parable handling of the unincumbered self contained unit (except for a tetl_r)

versus the three-part spstem with the hose attached.

5.I.2.4 Emittance Coating

Nine to twelve standard pintaerosol cans meetinel PPP-C-96, Type IX, b_tve

been assumed to provide the required amount of emittance coating. Covet-ing

only approximately 0. 19 m 2 (2 ft2) of area per can seems more than adequate
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. considering household uses with spray paints and rubber cements. Applica-

tion would be simplified using _ pistol grip handle and actuator valve instead

of relying on finger depression forces. The concave bottom of each can

would have a Velcro patch bonded on for attachment to a mating strip in the

bottom o_ _.he module. It would prevent floating away in zero g and also

permit use of a simple ribbon tether with a Velcro attach area during coating

application if the handle is not included in the kit. Expended cans are easily

restowed in their original position eliminating the need to add them to the

waste bag.

5. I. 3 Tools

The number of tools has grown as details of the repair have evolved. MDAC

now envisions one or two wide-blade plastic spatulas, several rolled nylon

waste bags, a clamp or slot for breaking tile, a tile holder and positioning

tools, an aerosol can handle with actuator valve, and possibly a spanner

wrench. All would be stored and handled in a single storage/transfer module

so no in-and-out transfer with associated piece-by-piece tethering would be

needed. Each item would have a permanent tether to the module to minimize

astronaut nuisance activities. Figure 5-6 illustrates tool requirements and

MDAC' s approach.

5. I. 3. I Spatulas

Cavity preparation will be accomplished with minimum effort using a blade

to remove broken tile at the SIP. Trying to break out the HRSI in any other

way would likely create a dust/sloughing contamination problem which would

be difficult to conLain or control. When a fracture occurs horizontally, it

should be left if the remaining ba0e portion is determined to be adequately

bonded. A spatula will alsQ be used to smooth each successive layer of

cure-in-place adhesive before placing the tile in position and would finally

be used for top surface finishing and step edge cleanup. It can be ruled in

0.64 cm (0.25 in. ) graduations for determining repair depths and also can be

used to verify tt_e 0.64 cm (0.25 in.) finished surface step requirement. If

cleaning the blade proves difficult and only a clean blade is effective for surface

preparation, two will be needed. The one with cure-in-place material can be

wiped of excess material on the metal reinforced edge o,r the wab_e bag or

just cleaned as much as possible on the go_d Orbiter tile surface before

stowing it in the transfer module.
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SPANNER CAN

, "EMITTANCECOAT
kEROSOL

)ATUI.kS BOTTOMPAD

RIBBON
(WITHOUTCANHANDIr)

FAS'IENERSTRIP
CL'_P
(AL'IERNA'IE)

1

TIUEBREAKINGSLOT

• MINIMUM NUMBER
• IETHERCAPABILITY

• COMPAT!BUEWITHEVASUIT
• NO.Td'IARPEDGES

TILEHOLDER& • lOt HAND._t FINGEROPERATION
POSITIONER

• DEBRISMANAGEMENT
_:illure6.6. ToolaridEmittlmeeColltiq Module

5. I. 3.2 Waste Bags

Nylon tubing is our candidate for the waste bags because of its toughness and

its wide working t_mperature range. A metal band heat sealed in the top

edge provides necessary stiffness Co control opening and closing. Velcro

ribbon sewn along Lhe top edge provides fastening capability outside the

module during repairs. They would be rolled before use. After use they

would be closed and left fastened to the outside of the transfer module for

transition to the next work site or to the Orbiter bay. Each would be per-

manentl_ stored after use in the kit container in one of the emptied precured

tile modules.

5. 1.3.3 Clamp

A clamp would be useful to aid breaking the precured tile along the desired

cut line even though they are made to be easily broken. It v/ould have parallel

paddle blades as wide as the tile and a 7.7 cm (3 in.) open throat. It would

open in parallel fashion to ac:cept the maximum thickness tile when operated

by the pistol grip handle. An over center clamp built into the tool cage would

possibly be e_sier to use since it would be rigid. For complete simplicity,
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an open slot built into the tool module might be sufficient. The tile would be

placed down the slot to the dewired precut line and bent back to make the

break. The remaining broken pieces in all cases would be stored in a waste

Lag for possible future use.

5. I. 3.4 Tile Holder and Positioner

Placing a tile into the fresh cure-in-place coating in the repair cavity will

require a great deal of dexterity to avoid spacesuit glove contamination. A

holding tool would relocate the hand away from the cavity. It also permits

the tile to be pushed down into the adhesive layer and firmly seated in position

wi_h a slight circular or lat=ral motion. Holding would rely on insertion of

three pins into the tile through a surface plate by squeezing a pistol grip

handle. Once the pins are extended into the tile, the grip could be locked by

thumb or finger action to keep it fixed and permit total concentration on seat-

ing the tile into position. When the latch is released, the pins are safely

retracted back through the surfa_.e plate by spring action leaving the tile in

place and the tool ready for its next use or stowage in the module.

5. I. 3.5 Aerosol Can Handle/Actuator

Small clip-on handles with a trigger mechanism are available. Their use

would convert the spraying from a finger depcession action to an easier to

operate pistol grip. The handle would be tethered to the module so the cans

would become automatically tethered when the handle is attached.

5. I. 3.6 Spanner Wrench

One of the means to remove and replace the mixer�hose�applicator head on

the three-part system would be to design it to uncouple with the aid of a

spanner wrench. Other ways can be designed, i.e., an overcenter lock with

self-sealing poppet valves. The emphasis here is to indicate Lhat if a spax-e

mixer/hose/applicator is included in the fina_ design, some tool may be

needed to make the change.

5. Z REPAIR MISSIONS

Repair requirements summarized in Table 5-4 have been considered during

kit design and for making emittance coating repair, small area HRSI repair

and large area HRSI repair as pictured in Figure 5-7. HRSI repair timelines
are shown in Tables 5-5 and 5-6.
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Table 5-4. Repair Mission Requirements

• Single crew.nan • 5-10-1b hand, Z-_o finger forces

• Tethering at all times • 90-1b tools and materials

• Repair in light or darkness • 50-1b work station

• Debris control • Positive repair assessment

PROBLEM FIX TIME, MIN

• COATING & MINOR HRSI LOeS EMITTANCE COATING 2 - 3

• gMALI./SHALLOW AREA CURE,IN-PLACE ABLATOR _1)

• LARGE/DEEP AREA PRECURED ABLATOR 46 - II0

EMITTANCE COATING & PARTIAL
COATING HRSI TILE MINOR TILE DAMAGE TILE _ FULL TILE LOiS

1.

t t t V
UNDAMAGED EMII"rANCE CURE IN CURE IN PLACE

COATING PLACE ONLY PLUS PRECURED

Figure 5-7. RepairConcepts

5.2. I Emittance Coating Repair

Emittance coating damage ca- be repaired on an inspection mission using the

MMU without the work station or in conjunction with other repairs. On an

inspection mission, several aerosol cans of emittance coating would be

removed from their storage module along with a ha._dle/actuator assembly and

a waste bag to use for carrying. The bag would be removed and tethered to the

crewman in a readily accessible location. The cans would then be removed

individually and tethered to the bag before being placed inside. The last one

would have the handle/actuator attached.

No tools are expected to be needed to prepare the surface for emittance

coating. Most loose HRSI material _vould have been blown away during

launch. Any fines remaining would be entrapped in the coating and present no

difficulty.
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At the repair site, the unit with the handle would be removed and used until

all material had been expelled. The handle would be detached, the spent can

tethered and returned to the bag. A fresh container would be removed and

the operation repeated. The handle would be removed only after a can has

been emptied. Empty cans can be identified by observation of residual

material on the nozzle or the nozzle might be removed and stowed in the

waste bag to show the container was empty.

Operation from the work station would be the same but simplified to the extent

that all items would be used directly from the transfer module. The individual

tethering for positive handling control in and out of the bag and handling the

bag itse_f would be eliminated. Empty cans would be returned directly to

their original position in the module to s ccomplish waste management.

5.2.2 HI_tSI Repair

Work station configuration concepts are shown in Figure 5-8 for both the

self-contained and three-part applicators with transfer modules containing

all other necessary tools and rnate,,'ials. Storage container, applicators,

Three-Part Apolicator Self-Contained Applicator

Figure 5-8. _,_rkstation Configurations
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modules, tile and tool concepts are the basis for our repair timeline analysis.

Allotted time for material tranbfer from the storage kit to the workstation

and its return s_owage after repair is minimized with module use arod appears

to be achievable within design refergnce mission guidelines.

No tools other than the spatula are anticipated for cavity preparation. If

dust is present, it is expected to be readily absorbed into the substantially

larger bulk of the cure-in-place yraterial and not require removal before

proceeding with the repair.

It is suggested that a small _hJn test 6ample of cure in place ablator be

applied next to the actual repair area as the first repair operation to provide

for positive repair assessment. By the end of the repair, the test patch

would have had the longest time for curing so a preliminary evaluation of

gelling and adhesion could be made. On a small area repair it would be only

7-10 minutes before being ready to move to the next repair site. For a

la,_-gearea, it takes about 45 minutes to complete the repair s,)curing of the

test patch should be measurable. However, since the lower the temperature

the slower the curing, a _ositive assessu_ent may have to be deferred to a

return trip after other repairs even _or a large area ifthe application tem-

perature was below 70°F.

3
Cure in place application is based o-'_dispensing a minimum of 393 cm

24 in3 of material per minute at low terr,perature (40°F) when operated at a

I0 second on/off intermittant rate. Times when the applicators are inactive

are s_own with arrows in Tables 5-5 and 5-6. In addition to these times

muL oe added the 2 minute translation times between repairs, or 16 minutes

if a trip back to _ne bay is required, to have normally expected total times

that curing is c_atinuing in the applicato#. This adds up to 38 minutes dur-

ing a large area repair sequence and would rr,ean possible trouble if the

temperature approaches the 125"F maximum.

As discussed in Section 5. I. 2.3, applicators may have to be purged periodi-

caUy to prevent freeze up. A 1.83 m(6 ft) x 1.3 cm (0.5 in.) huse plus

mixer and dispenser holds 328 cm 3 (20 in 3) of material which must be used

at once or purged. This is enough for bonding 4-I/2 tiles using 0.32 cm

(0.13 in. ) thickness or 9 tile if 0.16 cm (0.06 in. ) thickness as maintained.
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5

Conserving cure in place material is essential to achieving maximum repair.

An ana!ysis of total repair volume after the inspection mission should be

made and the complete repair mission planned. It is recommended tha_ this

be done by voice contact with the cabin crew who would map the repair areaa

and depths, calculate the total volume of materials needed ana select the

optimum combinations of cure in place and tile to be used. A shallow small

area less than 0.95 crn (3/8 in. ) deep would use only cure in place material.

Deeper repair even if for a single tile area should always use both precured

and cure-in-place if there is any question of running short of cure-in-place

material. If multiple tile thicknesses are chosen, each repair should atterrLpt

to have the surface level with surrounding tile even though _:0.64 cm (0. _5 in. )

steps are permissible. Always end a repair with precured ti!e on top to

simplify fin_.shing. In that way, only the excess squeezed up around the edges

requires clean up and blending to the adjacent tile. Avoid having a tCap t'oat

of cure in place at any time except when making shallow repairs without

precured tile.

Positive repair assessment before leaving a site seems unlikely mere often

than not. It is suggestea that the first repair always be planned nearest the

Orbiter bay egress/ingress point so that its test patch could be easily checked

later upon return to the bay. An additional EVA inspection mission can then

_e considered if increased confidence is needed. Upon completion of repairs,

and return to the bay, the modules and applicators would be removed from

the workstation and stowed in the storage kit where they would be safely

resecured to withstand reentry and landing loads.
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Section 6

CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS

This section presents the conclusions reached from t_ e results presented in

the preceding sections and provides recommendations for subsequent pro-

gram effori:s.

6. 1 CONCLUSIONS

The feasibility of repairing various kinds of damages that may occur to the

Orb_iter TPS during ascent has been demonstrated. Cure-in-place an ' pre-

cured ablators have beel_ selected, tested and analyzed and found to possess

the required thermal properties to maintain the Orbiter structure below

350°F during reen_,ry. Th_ cure-in-place ablators were forrnul:,ted with a

combination of curing agents to cure the P_TV-56C resin in _ vacuum at

temperatures down to 40°F within 18 hours and have a useful work life,

approximately one hour, a_ l_5°F. The adhesion of the cure-in-place

ablator to the preou_ed tile (Purple Blend Mod. 5) and to the Orbiter TPS

,_, _rials easilf met the 40 psi requirement. _Ihe tensile strength ot the

,:cst densityabla*:or (RTV 560-32) is 145 psi, easily exceeding the 40 psi

requirement, so the, density of this ablator can be further reduced for

weight savings and still meet the adhesion and strength requirements. The

processing properties (viscosity and thixotropy) of the cure-in-place

ablators were formulated for mixing and _spensing with the RoL s static

mixing he_2s as we]! as to have good thixotropic properties to remain in place

_fter application. The cure-in-place ablators were evaluated in the functional

rnockup gun and were ;_ound to dispense at low pressure (< 200 psi] with

efficient rnix Zng of the cv _lyst and resin. Cure __ates and properties of the

cure-inplace ablators dispensed through the functional prototype gun corre-

lated _'th earlipr laboratory results where the catalyst and resins were

mixed using conventional laboratory mixing equipment. "i ._ functional

rnockup was successfully tested in the laboratory and demonstrated during

PRECEDING PAGE BLANK NOT FILMED
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the final presentation at NASA-JSC. RTV-_60-55 cure-in-place ablator mixed

and dispensed through the gun cured to the require_ hardness withir fie _.

hours. This test and demonstration verified the design concepts of our

proposed self contained gun as well as the three part canister design. The

design aspects of our proposed applicators which were verified with the

functional mockup include the following.

• Isolated storage of resin and catalyst

• Gas pressures required to mix and dispense material

• Ratio control of resin to catalyst

• Metering and valving design

• Mixing efficiency of Ross ty_ static mixers

• Dispensing rate

The repair ki'_ module satisfies the system requirement imp _.'ed on the

r._odule. The overall weight of the repair kit module exceeds the 306 Ib

limit, but with design requirements of the material applicator and the

selection of a light density ablators the 300 weight limit appears to be

achievable.

C :tainer contents are arranged so the crewman has easy access to all

r. :erials and equipment required to accomplish the repair task. The

modules are easy to transfer and attach to the workstation. Their design

and use all but eliminates repeated on/off tethering. Convenient tools are

proposed to augment astronaut hand operations for simple measuring, c,_vity

preparation, abLator application, tile sizing and positioning, surface finishing

and _aste management.

L

6. Z RECO]_'._4ENFATIONS

6.2. 1 Ablator Mate-ial_

Based on results of the thermal analysis and arc jet tests, a modified version

of P, TV-560-32 will satisfy ':he requirements for., cure-in-place ablatoras

well as for the precurvd ablator. The modificat;on would cGnsist of adding

retrac',ry fibers and phenolic microballoons to achieve a density between

_0-25 lb/ft 3. The fibers willimprove the char retention properties and the

_ microballeons will reduce the density and improve the char yield.
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6.2.2 Material Applicator

Using weight, reliabilityand ease of use as tie selection criteria,the three

part gun with the canister is recommended. Itis superior to the self-contained

gun in weight and ease of use. The self-contained gun can be considered more

retiabledue to the larger number of units. The loss of one or two units would

_,avea lesser impact on mission goals. Both systems have equal reliability

with respect to containment, ratiocontrol, mixing and metering.

The bellows approa-h is recommended over the piston design because of ,_e

lower weig'ttand smaller unit size. The piston concept has an advantage

in reliability.Ifthe bellows approach is selected, a functionalprototype

should be fabricated and tested to verify performance.

6. 2.3 Repair b._t Module

Kit/Mission related recommendations are: 1; use a single tile thickness,

2) include emittance coating repairs as part o t the inspection mib_ion°

3) map damaged areas and plan repairs with cabin crewman° 4) apply a test

patch of cure in place ablator as the first step in each repair, 5) make first

ablator repair nearest bay egress/ingress point for confident repair assess-

ment 6) increase cure in place volume within size and weight constraints.

Using 1. 1 cm (0.44 in.) thick tile will meet all finish step requirements and

t permits straightaway repair without planning to assure against running out
of one size or another, It eliminates the hypothetical guesswork in making

original thickness and quantity selections. Tools design is also simplified

by p_t having to accommodate several thicknesses.

f, mittance coating repair along with inspection will take little extra time and

will result in a more thorcugh damage analysis. Seve_ ", cans ofemittance

coating can be included with the camera and tether kit to av_2d having to open

the TPS kit container until ready for a general repair mission.

Mapping d_mage to plan repairs, applying the cure in place test patch and

locating the first repair near the bay have been discussed in Section 5.

Increasing the cure-Jr.-place volume within the three part applicator will

pezmit larger variations in applied thicknesses and provide a greater backup

s pply in case inadvertent curing and setup should occur in one of the

applicators.
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Appendix A
FUNCTIONAL MOCKUP ASSEMBLY AND FILLING

The following procedure should be followed for assembly and filling

operations of the functional mockup. It is assumed that the applicator is

completely disassembled and that the assembly prints are available.

I. 0 Assemble nozzle subassembly

I. i Insert three static mixing units into the nozzle barrel with the

pointed end toward the nozzle tip. Be sure that e4ch unit nests

into the preceding ,'nit.

I. 2 Lubricate the O-ring and insert into nozzle groove. Slide nozzle

into base ring and thread two setscrewtJ into groove provided.

Backoff setscrews to provide desired rotation of nozzle. Lubri-

cate thread and screw base ring into nozzle barrel.

I. 3 Wrap pipe thread of nozzle barrel with Teflon tape and thread

into ball valve. (Ball valve handle will po;nt forward when valve

is open. )

1.4 Wrap Teflon tape around pipe threads of the handle assemb!y

and throad into back of ball va'.ve.

2.0 Assemble body subassembly

2. 1 Lubricate the largest T-ring and insert into external groove of

piston assembly. The backup rings have one radiused corner.

Place one backup ring on each side of the T-ring. Be certain

that the radius faces toward the radius of the T-ring in all cases.
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Verify that the scarfed ends of the backup rings match.

Lubricate the sealing surface.

2.2 Repeat the above sequence ior the inner seal of the piston

assembly.

2.3 Repeat again for the outer seal of the inner piston.

2.4 Lubricate two small 0-rings and position on each end of the

piston stem. Add the Allen screw to secure the small piston to

the stem and also the stem to the center of the piston assembly.

2.5 Verify that the case is free from dirt and grit. Insert the piston

a_sembly into the case from the back end (port for second

handle}. Maintain a centered and "straight-in" position while

inse rt_.ng.

2.6 Slide the piston assembly to a position approximately

0.05 - 0.076 m (2 to 3 in) from the forward end. Position the

unit on a work surface, horizontally.

2.7 Lubricate the large O-ring and insert into inside groove of

forward cap. l,ubticate inside and outside surfaces of centra!

cylinder and f,hread onto forward cap.

2o 8 While supoorting _he piston assembly with a hand inserted into

the back of the cace, insert the end of the central cylinder into

the gap between the two concentric pistons (enter about O. 025 m

( I in)).

2.9 Lubricate a large O-ring and insert into inside grooce of aft cap.

Lubricate threads c f cap. (Verify that O-ring is seated into

groove - we stretclled the O-ring slightly to ensure seating and

F_'event "pinching" upon assembly. )
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2. I0 Thread the aft cap onto the case. The engagement of O-ring will

be felt. Continue to th_ sad together until cap is "bottomed"

(threads of case will not be exposed).

Z. II Lubricate small O-ring, tube fitting and cap. Assemble test port

on cap.

2. 12 Support the forwa:'d cap and rotate the assembly into a vertical

position.

3.0 Hand fillin]$ operation

3. 1 Use a spatula and place base material into the area between case

and central cylinder, When filled flush wi_h end of case, lower

the piston assembly by pressing down on the forward cap. Repeat

until gap between forward cap and upper end of case will not

allow further filling.

3.2 Thoroughly clean the forward threads of the case, lubricate the

threads and thread together as in 7.10 above.

3.3 The forward cap will now be upward. Apply tape over six screw

holes and five material holes and O-rings. Freon or MEK may

be required to ensure tape adhesion. Cut tape away from the

four outer holes, but leave O-ring grooves co:ered. !

3.4 InJect additional base material into one of the ports until it exists

from the remaining three. Verify that air is not trapped inside

case.

3. 5 Scrape base material flush with sucface and cover with another

layer of tape.

3, 6 Cut away tape from center hole - leaving O-ring covered.

3.7 Inject the catalyst material into th2 center hole. Verify that all

air escapes as the central cylinder is filled.
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3.8 Scrape catalyst flush with opening. Remove all tape carefully to

prevent contamination of materials.

3.9 Verify that all five 0-ring grooves are clean. Lubricate 0-rings

and insert into grooves.

3. I0 Place an aluminum burst disk over the face of forward cap.

(We used Reynolds wrap - 2.03 x 10 -5 m (0.0008 in) thick foil. )

4. 0 Fi_....nn;,lassembly

4. I 9n the trigger assembly and forward cap, note the relationship be-

tween the screw pattern _nd the n-,a_.erial ports. One position only

will have two screw holef_ and three material ports in line. The for-

ward end may be asser,_bled in oniy two positions to allow material

flow and only one correct position to also align the two handles.

4. 2 Correctly position the forward assembly and bolt to the forward

c&p.

4. 3 Lubricate the remainingO-rings and insert into the auxiliary

handle.

4.4 It is recommended that an expended gas bottle b_ inserted into

the handie (note that a spacer should be installed when using a

118-rnm-long bottle - the handle will also accept a 138-ram

bottle) when the applicator i_J not ready for immediate use.

4.5 For immediate use, insert a 38 gram, maximum, gas charge

into the handle. CAUTION: Do not thread further than first

resistance is felt, i.e., engagement _f O-ring. (We used an

XS-60-Cn3, 38 gm CO L cylinder supplied by Nippon Tancan

Gas Co., LTD except that it was delivered in a 118 mrn bottle.)

NO_E: An alternate method of fi}lingmay be preferred. .%n adapter

cap has been provided for vacuum f;llingmethods.
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Appendix B

FUNCTIONAL MOCKU. _ DISASSEMBLY AND CLEANING

The following procedure should be followed for disassembly and cleaning

operations of the functional mockup. It is assumed that the cleaning opera-

tion is performed immediately after expelling She material and before the

material has hardened.

I. 0 Disassemble nozzle subassembly.

CAUTION: Before any disassembly gently crack the cap on test

port of rear cap. Do not remove cap until all pressure from

case has been vented.

I. I Remove six bolts that cecure the handle and nozzle to the forward

cap.

I. 2 Immerse into a large container of MEK or other solvent.

I. 3 Separate at both pipe thread,. Remove Allen screws at nozzle

tip, remove tip, base ring, and O-ring. Push the mixing units

from ;iozzle barrel (use a dowel inserted into the back end)
,i

I. 4 Clean all holes, threads and va,-¢e with brush and solvent. Place

into fresh solvent and totally clean O-rings_ grooves, thl;ads

and all holes. C,ean bali valve with ball in both open and closed

pos;,dons. Dry nil parts.

I. 5 Vex ify that the case is fully ventea before proceeding. Remove

burst disk and discard. Remove _,andle wRh its gas bcttle.

Remove the forward and ai_ _,_t;:and immerse into solvent,
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I. 6 Remove O-ring from both caps. Remove the central cylinder.

Clean all threads, holes, and grooves. Clean in fresh solvent

and dry.

I. 7 Remove piston assembly. Remove both cap screws which retain

the center piston and stem. Remove three T-rings and their

backup rings. Clean all grooves, holes, and threads. Clean in

fresh solvent and dry.

I. 8 Inspect all seals and replace if damage is found.
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Appendix C

HEATING EL_:_EHTS
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Custom engineered for
your specific heating
requirements
',, "., _, ,,,,, .. t_ (:El|oTh¢,rm If dala on parl_.ul_r cles_,_ parameters

CelloTherm's versald,ly means ease o4 ,s no( ava,lal:_e. Raychem enganeers

des_jn f_r the user The cuslomer can provKle saml_s and are avodable

provH_es lhe des0gn paramelerS' size. to work wdh the oJsto0._er to lletp

vollage, wattage and man.hum lem- dehne the teclu0remenls

betalure Raychem manulac:ures

CelloTherm Io meel those SpeOIK:

requirements

, , , ,,, JL, _.. ".,. ,.c !, .,_.lv _'_t.-.,tt,d A, ,..l'. At h0gl',er denS_hes complele-wldlh

CelloT herin can be manulaclured wdh Removing roun,,.1seclK_ns of Ce, lloTherm feclangular sechons may be cul oul

,1 third conductor Properly Iocaled Ibis selecuvely ehm,nates wallage-a safe Th4s prowdes the POSS_bddy ot

,l_ldlll()rt,_ll COnCluCtOr wl{I adow constanl technique at ,.ler_s,t,es of one walt bar multiple heatm_ ,.'onEs

_.atld(It' ,1' two d_flerenl voltages. Or _Cluare _nc_' Or tes_,

r ,,,_!,p_e _',,lftaL_."/ONES al lhe s<_me CelloThe,m may be foicled pe.,pend_cular

,,l?,tq_. t,J the busbars to produce selecled

a'ea$ of _,_gDer wattage OulDot

Raychem Corpo_ahon =sa world leader Raychem mamlams worldwide field For more _ntorrnal*on lechn_cal ass,s:-

,n r_dla1_on and adadl_,e chem_sln/, ofh(-es slatted by trained engineers Io ance _or des_(.jn_ng your CeiloTherm. or

_eat shrlqk_bie plasbcs and melalS, c;rovlde cusl_mets wdh pfompl, eHec lye ordering delads, call or wrde

and conducilve polymer lechnolo_ay soluhons to lhe_r area heahng problems

Headq,Jar:ered in Menlo Park, C 'ornla, I_NlhoIIt _.4NlliOI'ItlOli

Raychem provides _ts customers with 300 ConstduUonDrive
a full hne of electrical _nterconnechon Menlo Park. Cahfomia 94025

products, heat shrinkable lublngs. 415)329 3273

"letal.'-,, and mgtdf'd parts, high voltage

terfr.,_ahons, COrlaslon prevention

malertals, and electrical heahng _yslEms

Raychem
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RV,pR()I)uCIBII,IT_ O_ THE

Mobay Chemical Corporation , Pittsburgh, PA 15205 • 412-777-2000
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